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Chapter 1

Preface

In the past decades telecommunications markets all over the world have changed immensely.

Liberalization and privatization stimulated competition in �xed line telecommunications and

helped increasing e¢ ciency. Prices in �xed line telecommunications markets have decreased

signi�cantly, and consumers have the choice between a large number of products and services.

During the last decade telecommunications regulators successfully opened the markets and

helped fostering competition, especially on the service level. However, recently new regulatory

challenges have arisen:

1. How should regulators stimulate investments to enable network providers to create next

generation networks?

2. Do we still need di¤erent regulatory obligations for �xed and mobile markets?

3. Do incumbents in mobile markets still have �rst mover advantages, or have they lost them

as a result of increasing competitive pressure?

These are important topics for future telecommunications regulation and this dissertation

tries to give some answers to the questions stated above. The �rst part discusses theoretical and

empirical work on the determinants of telecommunications investments and presents two possi-

ble solutions to the investment problem. The second part empirically analyzes determinants of

telecommunications for 30 OECD countries from 1990 to 2003 and discusses the main �ndings in

the context of the possible solutions presented in part one. In the third part of this dissertation
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competition in the German mobile telecommunications market is analyzed. The main question

is whether there are still �rst mover advantages for T-Mobile and whether there is evidence of

collusive behaviour between T-Mobile and Vodafone. The question of substitutability between

�xed and mobile telecommunications is an important topic for regulatory agencies. In part

four we test, whether customers substitute between �xed and mobile telecommunications on

the subscribers stage and discuss the question, if di¤erent regulatory obligations for �xed and

mobile markets are still needed.

This dissertation evolved during my time at the Ruhr-University of Bochum and the Friedrich-

Alexander-University of Erlangen-Nuremberg. First I want to thank my advisor Prof. Dr. Jus-

tus Haucap for his advice, encouragement, and providing a stimulating research environment

at his chair. Furthermore I want to thank my second advisor Prof. Regina Riphahn, Ph.D.

Additionally I would like to thank all my colleagues in Bochum and Nuremberg, especially Anna

Göddeke and Andre Uhde for their help. This dissertation owes a lot to Ralf Dewenter who

gave detailed comments on several drafts and helped to improve the empirical studies. Finally,

I would like to thank my family for their encouragement and help.
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Chapter 2

Investment in Telecommunications

Markets: A Survey of Theoretical

Results and Empirical Evidence

2.1 Introduction

Government always restricts personal freedom of individuals and their adequacy should be

carefully evaluated ex ante (Klodt, 2003). Furthermore, such regulatory interventions have to be

in an appropriate relation to the goals of regulation. The primary goal of economic regulation is

described by static and dynamic e¢ ciency (Joskow and Rose, 1989 and Armstrong, Cowan, and

Vickers, 1994). From a static point of view market power has to be restricted to avoid allocative

ine¢ ciencies as a result of restrictions in supply (Dixit, 1996). However static e¢ ciency is only

one part of economic e¢ ciency because dynamic e¢ ciency is important for economic e¢ ciency

results as well. Dynamic e¢ ciency can be de�ned as the ability to reduce production cost

over time as a consequence of process innovation (Acocella, 1998). Another important aspect

of dynamic e¢ ciency is the introduction of new products and services. Dynamic e¢ ciency in

telecommunications markets implies market entry and infrastructure investments, which lead

us to the basic modes of competition in telecommunications markets (Klodt, 2003). These basic

modes of competition are service competition and infrastructure competition or facilities-based
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competition.1 Service competition is especially important in the beginning of liberalization of

telecommunications markets, because the primary goal is lowering prices to enhance e¢ ciency.

Furthermore, service competition is extremely important because new competitors cannot to

set up their own infrastructure before entering the market. Instead they need access to the

incumbent�s network to provide telecommunications services to their customers. Setting up an

own infrastructure is impossible in the short run and even in the long run not always possible,

which is also supported by the so called Ladder of Investment Theory.2

The importance of access to the incumbent�s network is also re�ected in the current debate

on access holidays for Deutsche Telekom, the incumbent network operator in Germany. In 2005,

Deutsche Telekom announced that it would build new highspeed broadband �bre glass networks

in the 50 largest German cities. This investment project amounts to several billion Euros and

the rate of transmission in the network can be expanded from 16 to 50 megabit and even

more.3 Deutsche Telekom argues that its new network represents an innovation and has asked

the Bundesnetzagentur, the German regulatory authority for network industries, to exempt it

from access regulation. The main argument is as follows: Investments are only undertaken if

the investor is able to obtain appropriate rents, at least for a limited period of time. However,

competitors do not share this argument. Instead they argue that the new broadband network

does not represent an innovation or a new market respectively. From their point of view it is

only a slightly modi�ed network with upgraded technology. In the meantime the Bundestag, the

German parliament supplemented the German Telecommunications Act with a section which

enables the regulatory authority to exclude new markets from ex ante regulation for a period

of time. As a consequence the European Commission took this case to the European Supreme

Court, as it argues that the new German law violates European laws. It remains to be seen to

which decision the judges will come.

Coming back to market entry of new competitors one has to note that it takes quite a long

time until these competitors are able to enter infrastructure competition. At the beginning

of liberalization, some infrastructure competition is possible, because some new competitors

1For further discussion see Bourreau and Dogan (2004) and Dogan and Bourreau (2005).
2See Cave et al. (2004). The Ladder of Investment Theory will be discussed later.
3See also discussions in Handelsblatt (10/25/2005), Financial Times Deutschland (10/25/2005) and Frank-

furter Allgemeine (10/25/2005).
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belong to well funded groups of companies. However this will not be the usual case. Additionally

one has to ask, if duplication of existing infrastructure is economically reasonable or waste of

ressources. Clearly, it would not be e¢ cient to duplicate the local loop or the last mile, but there

are several possibilities where duplication is not waste of ressources. Furthermore, one has to

note that service competition will always remain an important concept in telecommunications

regulation, because as mentioned above, some parts of the incumbent�s network should not be

duplicated in order to avoid ine¢ cient outcomes. As a consequence, service competition and

infrastructure competition are likely to coexist in the future. The main problem in this context

is that the two forms of competition can not be promoted by identical regulatory actions.

The remainder of the paper is roganized as follows. In chapter 2.2 microeconomic and

macroeconomic aspects of telecommunications infrastructure will be discussed. Chapter 2.3

surveys the theoretical literature on investments in telecommunications markets as well as

related work and we derive hypotheses for empirical studies. Chapter 2.4 presents empirical

evidence on investments in telecommunications markets and compares the empirical �ndings

with theoretical predictions. The following chapter 2.5 discusses possible solutions to foster

investments in telecommunications infrastructure such as access holidays and the real options

approach. Chapter 6 concludes.

2.2 Micro- andMacroeconomic Aspects of Investments in Telecom-

munications Infrastructure

A high quality infrastructure is essential for sustainable economic growth (Gramlich, 1994,

Munnell, 1992). This conclusion especially holds for telecommunications infrastructure, as

shown by several empirical studies. Röller and Waverman (2001) have studied the e¤ects of

infrastructure investments in telecommunications industries on economic growth for 21 OECD

countries from 1971 to 1990. They �nd strong empirical evidence that investment in telecom-

munications infrastructure has signi�cant positive impacts on economic growth. Alesina et al.

(2005) provide comparable results, also showing a positive e¤ect of investments in telecommu-

nications on economic growth, but they note that investment incentives can be signi�cantly

reduced by restrictive regulation. Norton (1992) looks at economic growth in countries with
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high and low quality telecommunications infrastructure. He clearly �nds that countries with

high quality infrastructure have fundamentaly higher growth rates than their counterparts with

low quality infrastructure. He argues telecommunications infrastructure would lower transac-

tion costs because communication between individuals and companies will be much easier and

inexpensive. As a consequence these short remarks clearly show the importance of telecommu-

nications infrastructure for economic growth.

However investments in telecommunications markets are also important from a microeco-

nomic point of view, especially for competition policy. In telecommunications markets one

can observe extensive technological change during the last 15 years (Biglaiser and Ma, 1999).

Some steps in the process of liberalization of telecommunications markets would not have even

been possible without technological change (Shapiro and Varian, 1999; Dodd, 2002). During

processes of liberalization and deregulation two e¤ects determine e¢ ciency: With increasing

competition, prices will fall and welfare losses decrease compared to the situation characterized

by state owned monopolists (La¤ont and Tirole, 2000). However, there is also a possibility

of ine¢ cient duplication of infrastructure. Hö er (2004) empirically shows that investments

in broadband internet access can actually have negative e¤ects on economic e¢ ciency. These

negative e¤ects appear, if welfare gains can not overcompensate expenses for investments. As a

consequence, a regulatory framework stimulating e¢ cient infrastructure investment is essential.

In the following chapter theoretical papers are discussed, that analyze the determinants

of investments in telecommunications. Furthermore, hypotheses for empirical studies will be

derived.

2.3 Investments in Telecommunications Markets: The Theo-

retical Perspective

2.3.1 A Classi�cation of the Existing Theoretical Work

There are several possibilities to classify the theoretical work on investments in telecommuni-

cations markets and related work. One possibility is to classify the literature with respect to

the kind of investment which is analyzed in each paper (investments in cost reductions, invest-

ments in new products, ...) (Bohlin, Garrone, and Anderson, 2004). A drawback of this form
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of classi�cation is the huge number of model classes one will receive. Instead we will group the

papers into the following categories:

1. General problems of liberalization and investments,

2. Network access,

3. Price regulation (monopoly models, models with competition).

After discussing articles which analyze general problems and decisions in the process of

liberalization of network industries, we switch to questions of network access. Finally, articles on

price regulation are discussed. Most of these papers analyze the classical regulated monopolist,

but there are also a few papers, which take a look at models with competition. Furthermore,

most papers use a static framework and dynamic settings are exemptions. The following table

provides an overview of the papers that will be discussed in this chapter.
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Table 1: Classi�cation of the theoretical literature

General problems of liberalization

Alesina et al. (2005): deregulation in a dynamic context

Bühler and Schmutzler (2005): vertical structure of the industry, net-

work quality, problem of underinvestment

Bühler, Gärtner and Halbheer (2005): vertical structure of the industry,

network quality, access charges

Hart, Shleifer and Vishny (1999): privatization, incomplete contracts

Access Charges

Gans (2001): e¢ cient access charges

Gans and Williams (1999a): e¢ cient access charges, comparison of ne-

gotiation and, regulation of access charges

Krouse (2000): access charges based on LRIC

Woroch (2004): comparison of di¤erent methods to calculate access

charges with respect to network investments

Price Regulation

Monopoly Models

Cabral and Riordan (1989): regulated monopolist

Besanko and Spulber (1992): regulated monopolist, regulator�s commit-

ment problem

Biglaiser and Riordan (2000): regulated monopolist, dynamic model,

technological change

Weisman (2005): regulated monopolist, price-cap-regulation

Models with Competition

Biglaiser and Ma (1999): incumbent, entrant, asymmetric information

De Bijl and Peitz (2002): infrastructure competition, investment incen-

tives, local loop unbundling, carrier-pre-selection

The main focus of this chapter is the relationship between di¤erent kinds of regulation

and investment incentives in telecommunications markets. Concerning the term regulation we

choose a very broad perspective, not only discussing concrete regulatory actions, but also general
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aspects as e¤ects of competition and privatization. It has to be noted, that not every paper

contained in the table analyzes the telecommunication sector. So far there are a few papers

analyzing the interrelation between regulation and investments in telecommunications markets,

so we take a look at articles analyzing other network industries to obtain useful insights for

further research.

2.3.2 General Problems of Liberalization

Alesina et al.: Regulation and Investments

This paper is quite di¤erent compared to the other papers in this survey, because the approach

is more related to macroeconomic research. Alesina et al. study an industry under monopolistic

competition with di¤erentiated products. Each �rm faces the following demand:

Yi
�
Y
= D

�
Pi
�
P

�
=

�
Pi
�
P

�"
.

�
Y is the average output and

�
P represents the average price level, whereas " gives the

elasticity of demand. The authors assume that the elasticity of demand decreases with the

strength of regulation. The argument behind this assumption is the fact that the elasticity

of demand is an increasing function in the number of �rms in the industry m. It can also be

written as " = g (m), with g0 (m) > 0. The mark up on marginal cost is de�ned as:

(1 + �) = (1= (1� 1=")).

As a result � is a decreasing function with respect to the number of �rms, which can be

written as follows:

� = � (g (m)), with �0 < 0.

The company�s production function depending on capital and labour can be expressed in

the following way:

Yi = F (Ki; Li)� �:
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The factor � is a �xed cost, determined by the technology of production. Furthermore

the function is linear and homogenous in capital and labour. This kind of modelling allows

consideration of increasing returns to scale, which are typically for network industries and often

the main rationale for regulation. Firms face adjustment costs, which can be described by

the following term: b
2

�
I
Ki

�2
Ki. The authors assume that product market regulation a¤ects

b. Deregulation reduces costs of running a business and results in a decrease of �rms�overall

costs, because of less restrictions in �rms�decisions. Companies have to choose levels of capital

and labour to maximize the following discounted cash �ow:

V =
1R
0

ert
�
Pi
�
P
Yi � W

�
P
Li � Ii � b

2

�
I
Ki

�2
Ki

�
dt.

The variables Yi, Ki, Li and Ii represent output, capital, labour and investment, whereas

W is the nominal wage and r is the real interest rate. Alesina et al. distinguish between two

situations:

1. The number of �rms in the industry is determined exogenously by the regulator.

2. The number of �rms is determined endogenously.

The authors show for the �rst case that industry-wide investments increase in the number

of �rms and competitive pressure despite decreasing mark-ups on marginal costs. In the second

case market entry is free, but not costless. Regulatory actions determine the factor b und as a

result the �rm�s adjustment costs as described above. Furthermore there are costs of entering

the market of
�
cK, which can also be a¤ected by the regulatory authority. The authors show

that the number of �rms and the investment level increases with decreasing adjustment costs

and costs of market entry. Hence, increasing competitive pressure and decreasing mark ups can

lead to increasing investment in regulated markets, if costs of entry are low due to the removal

of barriers to entry.

Bühler and Schmutzler: Investment Incentives and the Vertical Structure of the

Industry

Bühler and Schmutzler (2005) study investment incentives under di¤erent institutional settings.

They distinguish between vertical integration and vertical separation of the industry. The ques-

tion of optimal vertical industry structure in telecommunications is an aspect of controversial
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debates. In regulatory practice di¤erent forms of vertical industry structure were tested. At the

beginning of telecommunications liberalization in the USA the former monopolist AT&T was

broken up while in Germany the former monopolist Deutsche Telekom AG remained vertically

integrated. The main advantage of vertical integration is the possibility to realize economies of

scope to enhance e¢ ciency. The authors investigate which kind of vertical organization provides

�rms with higher investment incentives. Investments are assumed to be quality enhancing in

this paper.

Structure of the Model Consider a typical network industry like electricity or telecom-

munications in which a new competitor needs access to the incumbent�s network to sell his

own products to customers. Bühler and Schmutzler interprete the network as an input for the

provision of �nal goods. The demand function for the �nal product is:

D (p; �) with p > 0 and � � 0.

In the demand function p represents the price of the �nal good, and � is a measure of

network quality. The authors assume that demand is not increasing in price and not falling

in quality. The quality parameter combines all aspects of quality with positive e¤ects on

demand.4 The level of network quality � is not directly observable or veri�able. Bühler and

Schmutzler introduce a function K (�), which gives minimal costs to meet a targeted quality

level. Furthermore, the �rm faces �x costs F . The regulator sets access charges a which

competitors have to pay for network usage. The price for the �nal good is not regulated. The

authors analyze the following two stage game:

1. The integrated monopolist I or the network provider U set the level of network quality.

2. The price of the �nal product is determined by the integrated monopolist pI (�; 0) or the

independent service provider pR (�; a)

Investment Incentives The following chapter presents the �rm�s incentives to invest in

infrastructure. The pro�t function for a vertical separated network provider can be written as

follows:

4For example timelines, security, speed and comfort.
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�(�; a) = pU (�)D
�
pR (�; a) ; �

�
�K (�)� F:

Pro�ts consist of the price of one unit of the input pU (�) multiplied with the demand D,

which depends on the price of the �nal good and the network quality, minus costs.5 If we assume

vertical separation and a constant access charge a we have pU (�) = a and pR (�; a) for the �nal

product. In the case of vertical integration we obtain pU (�) = pR (�; a) = pI (�) : Furthermore

the authors de�ne separate revenue functions for vertical integration and separation. In the case

of vertical separation the network provider�s revenue function is � (�; a) = pU (�)D
�
pR (�; a) ; �

�
.

If we assume vertical integration this reduces to �I (�) = � (�; 0). The incentives to invest in

quality depend on the e¤ects of increasing network quality (from �L to �H) on revenues. To

investigate the e¤ects of an increase in quality on revenues, Bühler and Schmutzler derive the

following function:

�� (�L; �H ; a) = � (�H ; a)� � (�L; a).

On the basis of this framework they study the di¤erent investment incentives under vertical

separation and vertical integration.

Results To derive the incentives to invest in network quality under di¤erent institutional

settings, the revenue functions are di¤erentiated with respect to �. We obtain the following

marginal investment incentives:

1. Vertical integration: �I� = p
I (�)D�

�
pI (�) ; �

�
;

2. Vertical separation: �U� = a
�
DP

�
pR (�; a) ; �

�
pR� +D�

�
pR (�; a) ; �

��
.

Which constellation yields the higher incentive depends on price- and demand-e¤ects of the

increase in quality. An increasing price does not require decreasing demand because demand

also depends on quality and the quality e¤ects can possibly dominate price e¤ects. Bühler and

Schmutzler receive the following results:

1. Positive price e¤ect, negative demand e¤ect: Marginal investment incentives are always

higher under vertical integration.

5The authors assume that there are no variable costs.
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2. Positive price e¤ect, positive demand e¤ect: Marginal investment incentives are always

higher under vertical integration, too.

3. Negative price e¤ect, positive demand e¤ect: Marginal investment incentives are always

higher under vertical integration.

As a result investment incentives of a vertically integrated monopolist are higher than

incentives of a vertically separated network provider. The main argument for this �nding is

the existence of vertical network e¤ects. A vertically separated network provider does not

incorporate positive e¤ects of increasing quality on customer demand. Compared to the social

optimum both institutional settings show suboptimal investment spendings and as a result

suboptimal quality levels.

Bühler, Gärtner, and Halbheer: Vertical Industry Structure, Network Quality, and

Access Charges

Bühler, Gärtner, and Halbheer (2005) use a very similar model setting as Bühler and Schmutzler

(2005) and investigate the e¤ects of di¤erent regulatory actions. The regulatory authority has

to take decisions on:

1. The vertical structure of the industry,

2. The access charges.

In their analysis they study investment incentives in three di¤erent situations:

1. Vertical integrated monopolist,

2. Separated monopolist in the upstream market, N �rms in the downstream market,

3. Vertically integrated monopolist competes with N-1 �rms in the downstream market.

The authors derive three main results. It is not possible to enhance infrastructure quality

and to decrease prices simultaneously, even after establishing competition on the downstream

market. In other words: if the integrated monopolist is broken up, one has to expect decreasing

infrastructure quality in the future. The authors also show that using the trade-o¤ between
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quality and price can provide welfare gains. Furthermore they state that the main drivers of

investment incentives are the access charges. If access charges are too low, investment incentives

decrease and this implies welfare losses. If access charges are too high, the integrated monopolist

will be enabled to foreclosure the downstream market.

Bühler, Gärtner, and Halbheer (2005) con�rm the results Bühler und Schmutzler (2005)

have derived in their paper and show the importance of the vertical structure of the industry

and a careful determination of access charges.

Hart, Shleifer, and Vishny: Public Versus Private Ownership

Hart, Shleifer, and Vishny (1997) discuss the question whether Government should provide

services by itself or leave it to the private sector. The authors are especially interested in de-

riving conditions for optimal investment incentives and show under which institutional setting

infrastructure investments are higher. The e¤ects of privatization on investments are far from

clear, because a private �rm has higher incentives to invest in cost reductions, but it is ques-

tionable whether a private company also has incentives to invest in quality enhancement. In

their analysis the authors take an incomplete contracts perspective. The Government can not

fully specify the desired quality.6 The authors assume that the private o¤er is less expensive

and the public o¤er provides higher quality.7

In their model quality enhancements provide welfare gains, but cost reducing investments

lower quality and this e¤ects leads to welfare losses. In a second step cost decreasing investments

also have welfare enhancing e¤ects. The overall welfare e¤ect can be written as follows:

B = B0 + b (e)� � (i).

The variables e and i represent investments in cost reductions and quality improvements.

The terms b (e) and � (i) describe the quality gains and the quality reduction resulting from

cost reductions and quality improvements. Hart, Shleifer, and Vishny (1997) notice ine¢ cient

low investment levels in quality enhancement and ine¢ cient high investments in cost reductions

in the case of private provision of the good. Valletti and Cambini (2005) analyze the impact of

6For a general discussion of incomplete contracts see Richter and Furubotn (2003), 269-276.
7They discuss the example of public prisons. In such case the arguments are valid, but there are many

applications in which the arguments should not hold.
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two-way access charges on the incentives to invest in networks with di¤erent levels of quality

in a model with two network operators. They �nd that generally �rms tend to underinvest in

quality. Additionally this e¤ect can be exacerbated if �rms can negotiate reciprocal termination

charges above cost. So they con�rm the �ndings of Hart, Shleifer, and Vishny (1997) for

private companies in a two �rm setting. Conversely Governments invest too much in quality

improvements and not enough in cost reductions compared to the social optimum. This result

is quite obviously relating to cost reducing investments, because most Government agencies do

not have hard budget constraints and also have only weak incentives to reduce costs. Instead

public agencies are often engaged in budget maximization (Drazen, 2000: 686-689). It is a

surprising result that the level of quality improving investments is also lower than in the case

of private provision of the good.

The authors clarify that public provision of goods does not always result in higher quality

levels and derive conditions under which e¢ cient investments in cost reductions under private

provision can be achieved. Note that the level of quality improving investment is always higher

under private provision in this model setting. Situations like this are also imaginable in reality

if cost reductions only determine very low quality losses or if there is nearly no room for cost

reductions.

Hart, Shleifer, and Vishny also provide conditions supporting public provision. Public

provision generates better welfare results if gains from quality improvements overcompensate

losses from cost reductions. But the main conclusion of the paper is that privatization can have

positive e¤ects on investment incentives and public provision is a reasonable alternative in only

some cases.

2.3.3 Regulation of Access Charges

General Aspects

For the provision of telecommunications services several elements of a telecommunications net-

work are needed. To originate and terminate calls one needs access to the local network and

the local loop. As in most network industries there are monopolistic bottlenecks in telecommu-

nications networks (see Bittlingmayer and Hazlett, 2004). A duplication of these bottlenecks

would be a waste of ressources. To promote competition in telecommunications markets, new
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competitors need access to the incumbent�s monopolistic bottlenecks. The main challenge for

regulatory authorities is the calculation of adequate access charges because these are the key

instrument to promote competition in telecommunications markets. Calculating access charges

is a very complex task especially if regulators try to achieve several goals through the regulation

of access chargess. Examples for such goals can be:

1. E¢ cient network usage,

2. Provide appopriate investment incentives to the network provider,

3. Stimulation of facilities based competition.

It is quite di¢ cult to achieve di¤erent goals simultaneously because there are trade-o¤s be-

tween some of them. If access charges are too low, the regulator enables ine¢ cient companies

to enter the market. In contrast high access charges may form barriers to entry which strength-

ens the incumbent�s market power. This can lead to re-monopolization of telecommunications

markets. Furthermore, high access charges may encourage �rms to enter the market with own

facilities and lead to ine¢ cient duplication of network elements (Gans and Williams, 1999b:

271-272). The following section provides an overview of some of the most popular methods for

calculating access charges.

Access Charges

There are several methods to calculate access charges. In this section we introduce the most

important ones, which are presented in the following table.
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Table 2: Methods to calculate access charges

Method Static E¢ ciency Problems

Long Run Incremental

Cost

�rst best dynamic e¢ ciency

(LRIC)

Ramsey Pricing second best informational require-

ments, distributional

consequences

E¢ cient Component

Pricing Rule

productive e¢ ciency allocative ine¢ ciency

(ECPR)

The main idea behind Long Run Incremental Cost (LRIC) is to calculate cost on the basis

of a newly developed optimal network with the latest technology. It enables the regulator to

compare the costs of a hypothetical optimal network with the costs of the existing network.

The goal behind LRIC is to promote competition in telecommunications markets, because the

regulator simulates competition with access charges based on LRIC. It is assumed that access

charges established on competitive markets would nearly equal LRIC. In contestable markets

nobody can achieve higher prices because he would be undercut immediately. The following

conditions have to be ful�lled for LRIC based prices to be e¢ cient (Haucap and Heimesho¤,

2005: 288):

1. Strong competitive pressure,

2. Overhead costs are neglectable,

3. Sunk costs do not exist,

4. Investment risks are negligible.

Examining real world telecommunications markets shows that overhead costs and especially

sunk costs play a prominent role in these markets. Furthermore, technical change is dramatic

in today�s communications markets. Under these conditions investment risks are usually very
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high and furthermore, resulting from path dependencies, it is impossible to build something like

a hypothetically optimal network in practice. An existing network has to be optimized with

respect to path dependencies. As a consequence the LRIC concept is not suitable to provide

adequate investment incentives, because mark ups for investment risks are not incorporated.

Another method of calculating access charges is the concept of Ramsey pricing. In this

concept, access charges consist of the marginal cost of the input and the so called Ramsey-

mark-up: a = b + R. The mark-up is calculated inversely proportional to the price elasticity

of demand. If the price elasticity is high the resulting mark up is low, but low price elasticities

involve high mark-ups.8 In regulatory practice Ramsey pricing is not very common, because of

informational problems regarding the �rm�s cost and demand conditions.

The E¢ cient Component Pricing Rule (ECPR) or Baumol-Willig Rule builds completely on

the concept of productive e¢ ciency and neglects allocative e¢ ciency. The basic idea is to enable

�rms to enter the market only if they are as e¢ cient as the incumbent. Avoiding ine¢ cient

entry is the main goal of the ECPR. Access charges based on ECPR include the incumbent�s

network cost and additionally his opportunity costs regarding to lost revenues. Formally, the

price for network access can be expressed as follows:

a = b+ [p� (b+ c)] or a = p� c.

In this formula a represents the access charge, p is the incumbent�s price for the �nal good,

b are the costs of the service, and c represents the network costs. The access charges are

calculated as the di¤erence between the price of the incumbent�s �nal good or service and his

network costs. The costs of providing the service do not apply, because a competitor provides

the service to the customer.

The concentration on productive e¢ ciency also has some drawbacks because the ECPR

can possibly stimulate ine¢ cient investments and overinvestment in general into by-pass in-

frastructure. Furthermore, prices in downstream markets have to be regulated to avoid the

appropriation of monopoly rents in downstream markets. The evaluation of investment incen-

tices is twofold. Firstly, it enhances entrants�investment incentives signi�cantly, but one also

8These elasticities are so called super-elasticities, which include direct price e¤ects and cross price e¤ects and
are an adequate instrument to consider relationships of substitution and complementarities (La¤ont and Tirole,
2001: 103).
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has to note the absence of positive e¤ects on the incumbent�s investment incentives. As a result

it is di¢ cult to evaluate investment incentives under the ECPR from a theoretical point of view.

The discussed access pricing rules are mostly suboptimal with regard to investment incen-

tives and especially investment in new network facilities. Hence, alternatives are required to

�nd an appropriate solution for the investment problem.

Gans: E¢ cient Access Charges

So far there is some literature investigating the e¤ects of access charges on investment incentives

of regulated �rms. Gans and Williams (1999a) and Gans (2001) derive access charges which

ensure e¢ cient network investments. Gans (2001) studies necessary conditions to foster facilities

based competition. The winner of an auction receives the right to built the infrastructure and

operating it for a given time. After this �xed time period, competitors obtain access to the

network. To simplify the analysis Gans restricts the analysis to the duopoly case. Furthermore,

there are no capacity constraints, and marginal costs are assumed to be zero. Additionally,

Gans is not primarily interested in the amount of investment, but in its timing. There are three

possible states of nature in this model:

1. No investment, duopoly pro�ts,

2. Investment, �rm receives monopoly rents,

3. After a certain period of time the competitor obtains access to the incumbent�s network,

the network provider receives duopoly pro�ts and access charges.

The incentive for �rms to invest is derived from the expectation to receive monopoly rents

temporarily and to absorb the threat of being excluded from the network by the competitor.

The optimal access charge can be derived as follows:

p (TS) = r
1
2

�
Sd � s

�
+ r

�
�d � �d

�
+ 1

2

�
1 + F 0(TS)

F (TS)

�
F (TS) e

rTS .

The formula contains the following components:

1. Sd: consumer surplus if both �rms have network access,
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2. s: consumer surplus without investment,

3. �d: duopoly pro�ts if both companies have access,

4. �d: duopoly pro�ts without investment,

5. F (TS): present value of the investment,

6. r: interest rate,

7. TS : time access is received,

8. p: access charge.

The access charge is calculated as the sum of gains in consumer and producer surplus,

which results from the network investment. Because of access regulation the investment timing

does not depend on the expected monopoly rents solely, but also on the access regulation.

The investor expects the following payo¤: �d + p (T ) � F (T ) erT . This approach enables the

regulatory authority to control the timing of investment. If one invests very early the present

value of the investment rises, but the income as a result of access charges decreases et vice

versa.

The article shows an interesting possibility to design e¢ cient access charges, but it is ques-

tionable if a regulator is really able to obtain the information necessary for implementation

in regulatory practice. One drawback of the model is clearly that it does not account for

information asymmetries.

Gans and Williams: Negotiations versus Regulation

Gans and Williams (1999a) study e¤ects of di¤erent access charges on investment incentives in

a similar framework as Gans (2001). The main di¤erence is that they allow for negotiations

between the network provider and the access seeker on the conditions of network access. If

these negotiations fail, the regulator sets the access charges in a manner which maximizes

welfare. Gains from investments are divided between the network provider and the access

seeking competitor based on the usage of network. Additionally, the focus of the paper is also

on the optimal investment timing.
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In the remainder of their paper Gans and Williams analyze the following two cases: Either

there is a large and a small company or there are two large companies.9 In the �rst case, the

small company will never be the network provider because such a situation is not pro�table for

a small company. An important determinant of the large company�s investment incentives is

the competitor�s willingness to pay. Without regulatory intervention the timing of investment

will be ine¢ ciently late. If the regulator sets the access charges, the price for access p depends

on the present value of the gains of using the network for the particular �rm. The access charge

is calculated in the following way:
_
p
R
= �F (TP ) e

rTP . The regulated access price is a share

of the present value of the investment. The factor � is the �rm�s share of the gains resulting

from the investment, whereas S is the index for the access seeking company and P is the index

for the network provider. Firms are commited ex ante to an access charge that allows for some

investment cost recovery. As a result, one can obtain a social optimal investment timing.

In situations characterized with two large companies both �rms are able to be the network

provider. The investment decision does not only depend on the willingness to pay for access

of the competitor, but also on his ability to pre-empt by early investing. As a result, without

regulation, both �rms will invest too early. The authors show that the framework for setting

access charges developed in part one is also optimal in the case of two large �rms because

it enables the regulator to induce the �rms to invest at the socially optimal point in time.

Furthermore incentives to pre-empt competitors can be eliminated.

Access Charges and the LRIC Concept

The LRIC concept and resulting problems have already been discussed above. Using the ex-

ample of interconnection charges Krouse (2000) shows that LRIC based charges have negative

e¤ects on the incumbent�s investment incentives. Krouse argues that technological progress in

hypothetical models cannot be the same as in reality. Instead, upgrading of existing networks to

new technologies needs more time and is more expensive than forcasted by cost proxy models,

which assume completely new networks without path dependencies.10

Woroch (2004) compares investment incentives in broadband infrastructure under di¤erent

9Note that the size of the companies is not identical.
10For an extensive discussion of cost proxy models and their properties see Gasmi, Kennet, and La¤ont (2002).
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access charges in a duopoly during a technology race between the competitors. He notes that

access holidays have positive e¤ects on investment timing. Furthermore investment timing can

be optimized if only companies with existing infrastructure receive access to the newly build

network, because one can assume that they will upgrade their facilities after a transition period.

2.3.4 Retail Price Regulation

Cabral and Riordan

Cabral and Riordan (1989) analyze a monopolistic telecommunications market, even though

in practice only local telecommunications markets are truely monopolistic. In their opinion it

is still possible to derive interesting conclusions for long distance markets. They investigate

di¤erent e¤ects of price cap regulation and cost based regulation on the incentives to undertake

cost decreasing investments.11 They assume normal demand conditions and marginal cost

depending on cost decreasing investment. Furthermore, the authors assume a time lag �

between the investment and the realization of the cost decrease. In the case of price cap

regulation the regulator sets the basic price p0 and the x adjustment factor. The monopolist

is allowed to set any price lower than p0 � x. Additionally, Cabral and Riordan assume review

periods T which are longer than the time lag between investment and the realization of the

decrease costs. As a result T � x holds. The monopolists�s price can be expressed as follows:

B (P0 � x;C) = max fC;min (P0 � x;M (C))g.

C is the marginal cost and M (C) the unrestricted monopoly price. The function is shown

in the following graph.

11See also Sappington (2003), 228-235. Lewis and Sappington (1989) also discuss regulatory options under
price cap regulation.
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Figure 1: Price as a function of marginal cost under price cap regulation

The monopolist�s price setting behaviour can be described as follows: If costs are lower

than C 0 prices can be set as in an unrestricted monopoly. If costs are between C 0 and C 00

the price cap works as an upper bound and restricts the monopolist�s price setting behaviour.

Furthermore, if costs are higher than C 00 the regulated �rm calls for a rate hearing, because it

would su¤er from losses under price cap regulation (Cabral and Riordan, 1989: 95). As a result

the regulator will �x the price at the level of marginal cost C.

The monopolist faces the following optimization problem:

max
e
�(P0 � x; e) = [B (P0 � x;C (e))� C (e)]D [B (P0 � x;C (e))]� e,

where e describes the monopolist�s investment e¤ort. Cabral and Riordan show that the

optimal level of investment is increasing in x, because increasing e¢ ciency is needed to stay
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pro�table, when regulators intensify the speed of the adjustment process. In the �rst step, the

cost decrease is a deterministic function of investment, but Cabral and Riordan extend their

analysis to stochastic cost e¤ects. In this step there is uncertainty whether the investment leads

to lower costs. Now costs C are a random variable with distribution function F and @F
@e > 0.

With increasing investment the probability of decreasing costs rises, but it is not deterministic.

But Cabral and Riordan show that the results, derived under deterministic conditions, also

hold in a stochastic environment. The optimal level of investment increases in x.

The authors compare their results with cost based regulation. At time t0 the regulator �xes

prices at the level of marginal cost c0. These prices are valid for the entire regulatory period T .

In the model the monopolist has incentives to invest under cost based regulation as well.12 To

compare both forms of regulation the authors interprete price cap regulation as a form of cost

based regulation with longer review periods and downward price �exibility.

Investment incentives are remarkably higher under price cap regulation compared to cost

based regulation. This result is based mainly on longer review periods under price cap reg-

ulation, because there is more time to appropriate rents from innovation. Even if regulatory

periods are nearly the same under both regulatory regimes this result holds. The reason is the

Arrow e¤ect which originally compared investment incentives between monopoly and perfect

competition (Tirole, 1988). A monopolist does not receive the full rents from decreasing costs,

because of the restriction of supplied quantity. Under price cap regulation the �rm has the

�exibility to set lower prices and to gain more rents from cost decreasing investments. Cabral

and Riordan suggest to set prices slightly below costs to provide incentives to invest in cost

decrease.

As a result, price cap regulation can be superior to cost based regulation in terms of invest-

ment incentives. However, it has to be noted that this model does not consider any information

asymmetries and only takes a look at cost decreasing investments. So it is ambigious to say

which form of regulation receives better results in terms of other kinds of innovation.

12This is expressed in the condition T > �.
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Besanko and Spulber: Self Commitment and Incomplete Information

Besanko and Spulber (1992) analyse a monopolist under rate of return regulation with regard

to complete and incomplete information. The monopolist�s cost function can be written as

c (K; �), where K is capital and � is a measure of the �rm�s e¢ ciency. The cost function has

the following properties:13

1. cK (K; �) < 0;

2. cKK (K; �) > 0;

3. c� (K; �) > 0 and c� (K; �) <1;

4. c�K (K; �) < 0:

Properties (1) and (2) show that investments result in decreasing costs, but this e¤ect slows

down in increasing investment levels. Property (3) shows that a �rm with a high � is less

e¢ cient than a competitor with a lower value of �. Furthermore, the fourth property shows

that an increase in e¢ ciency leads to a higher marginal cost reduction. The �rm�s investment

costs are rK and the remaining value of the investment is sK with 0 � s � r. The reason for

the di¤erence between r and s is the existence of sunk costs in network industries.

Besanko and Spulber assume an inelastic demand which can be described as follows. The

aggregated willingness to pay is V > 0. Consumer and producer surplus can be expressed as

follows:

CS = V � p;

PS = p� c (K; �)� sK:

The following analysis is a two stage game. In the �rst stage the �rm decides on its in-

vestment and in the second stage the regulatory authority sets the price to take a decision on

the appropriate rate on the �rm�s capital. The regulatory authority maximizes its objective

function W (CS; PS). Besanko and Spulber assume that the regulator has a Cobb-Douglas

utility function of the following form:

13The indices show partial derivatives.
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W (CS; PS) = CS(1��)=�PS:

The parameter � is a measure of the relative weight the consumer surplus receives in reg-

ulatory decisions. Smaller values imply more weight on the consumer surplus.14 Besanko and

Spulber investigate the �rm�s investment incentives under complete and incomplete information

for the regulator and his ability to commit himself to his decisions.

The authors start their analysis with the case of complete information. This implies that

the regulatory authority has complete information about the regulated �rm�s costs. If the

regulator is commited to his decisions, the monopolist will choose investments to receive the

cost minimizing amount of capital
^
K (�) = �cK

�
^
K (�) ; �

�
= r. Less e¢ cient �rms need a

higher amount of capital which implies that
^
K (�) is an increasing function of �. If the regulator

is not commited to his decisions he will revise his decision after the �rm�s investment decision

to maximize his utility. As a result the �rm�s investment decision is not e¢ cient any more. The

regulator maximizes the following utility function:

w (p) =W (CS (p) ; PS (p)) = [V � p](1��)=� [p� c (K; �)� sK].

The utility maximizing price for the regulator is determined as an average of consumer and

producer surplus:

�
p (K; �) = �V + (1� �) [c (K; �) + sK].

The result of the regulatory process depends on the parameter �. If � equals one, the whole

weight is on pro�t maximization or on the producer surplus.
�
p (K; �) would equal the monopoly

price V . If � takes the value zero, price equals average costs:
�
p (K; �) = c (K; �) + sK.

Usually regulators take care more about consumer surplus. The �rm should expect only to

obtain revenues as high as its sunk costs (r � s)K. As a result the �rm would not undertake

investment if the regulator does not commit to his decisions and the consequence of the lack of

commitment will be a situation characterized by underinvestment.

In a second step Besanko and Spulber compare their results to a situation under incomplete

information. Under incomplete information only the �rm knows the value of �. The regulator

14 It is assumed that � has the property 0 � � � 1.
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can only observe the deployed amount of capital K (�) and has to estimate the company�s

e¢ ciency. This expectation is noted  (K). The regulator now sets the price in order to

maximize its utility:

E
h
(V � p)(1��)=� (p� c (K; �))� sK

i
=
h
(V � p)(1��)=� (p�  (K))� sK

i
.

The further analysis follows a sequential equlilibrium approach with following steps:

1. Monopolist chooses its amount of capital,

2. Regulator sets price and maximizes its utility.15

The authors show that under incomplete information investment always exceeds its coun-

terpart under complete information. The regulator can not observe the �rm�s e¢ ciency directly

and has to estimate the e¢ ciency based on the amount of capital applied. As a result �rms

have increasing investment incentives to pretend a high level of e¢ ciency. Furthermore, they

would face less restrictive regulatory obligations (Besanko and Spulber, 1992: 159-160). The

well known underinvestment problem disappears in this setting. So incomplete information

does not have to be negative in terms of e¢ ciency in every case.

Biglaiser and Riordan: Technical Progress

The main di¤erence of the Biglaiser and Riordan (2000) paper to its predecessors is its dynamic

model structure. They investigate a regulated monopolist who faces capacity constraints in the

short run, but can invest in capacity in the long run (Biglaiser and Riordan, 2000: 747). The

authors assume a downward sloping demand function p = � (X). To simplify their analysis

they assume a constant elasticity of demand. In this model capacity costs, �xed costs and

operational costs are considered. The �rm�s output is restricted by the amount of capital.

With other words each unit of output uses one unit of capital. The capital is depreciated with a

factor � � 0. The costs of investment for one unit of capacity are q and decrease over time by a

factor � � 0. Furthermore the model incorporates operational costs for new capacity c (t), which

decrease with a depreciation factor of � � 0. Fixed costs are noted as F � 0. Biglaiser and

15Furthermore conditions for the existence of a Bayesian Nash-Equilibrium have to be ful�lled (see Besanko
and Spulber, 1992: 159 or Mas-Collel, Whinston, and Green, 1995: 253-257).
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Riordan derive e¢ cient price and investment paths to compare them with situations under rate

of return and price cap regulation. The authors conclude that even in a dynamic setting price

cap regulation provides larger investment incentives than rate of return regulation. The main

problem with rate of return regulation is the long depreciation time period. In the beginning

of the review period this implies an overinvestment problem under rate of return regulation

which switches to an underinvestment problem at the end of the regulatory period, because old

capital remains in the regulatory asset base for a too long time (Biglaiser and Riordan, 2000:

754-755). Price cap regulation avoids this problem because there are incentives to invest in

cost decreasing new capacity even to the end of the regulatory period because the regulator

can renew the adjustment path only in the beginning of the new review process (Knieps, 2005:

108-111; Armitage, 2005: 331-333).

In regulatory practice applications, of price cap regulation face problems, too, because an

appropriate setting of the adjustment factor is a relatively di¤cult task.

Weisman: Price Cap Regulation

Weisman (2005) studies the problem of investment incentives in service quality in network

industries under price cap regulation. If a regulated �rm invests in service quality it is not able

to appropriate the full rents, because of price cap regulation (La¤ont and Tirole, 2001: 88). In

a �rst step Weisman analyzes investment incentives under price cap regulation, and in a second

step he proposes regulatory actions to improve service quality in network industries.

Model Setting A regulated monopolist faces the following demand function:

Q (p; q) :

In this demand function p represents the price and q is the service quality.16 The rev-

enues are given as R (p; q).17 Quality q is a random variable with density function f (q; k) and

distribution function F (q; k). The �rm�s investment incentives are noted as k. The costs of

the regulated �rm depend on output and the level of investment. Furthermore, the regulator

16The partial derivatives have the following properties: Qp < 0, Qpp � 0, Qq > 0 and Qqq = 0. The indices
indicate partial derivatives.
17The partial derivatives have the following properties Rp > 0, Rq > 0 and Rqq = 0.
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faces incomplete information, because he can not observe demand and supply functions. To

discipline the monopolist�s price setting behaviour the regulator applies price cap regulation.

Additionally, the regulatory authority is interested in service quality. Weisman introduces a

benchmark qB to observe if the regulated �rm falls below the minimum level of service quality.

If the �rm falls below the minimum service level, penalties can be established which are a share

of revenues sRR or of pro�ts s��. There is an upper bound L for penalties.18 In the remainder

of his paper Weisman investigates the following cases in terms of investment incentives:

1. Monopolist under price cap regulation,

2. Monopolist under price cap regulation and multiple market participation,

3. Penalties depending on revenues or pro�ts,

4. Information dissemination.

Monopolist under Price Cap Regulation An increase in service quality leads to an in-

crease in demand. Based on this additional demand the �rm gains additional pro�ts. This is a

main incentive to invest in service quality. This mechanism is restricted if price cap regulation

is applied and the regulator sets a more restrictive cap as a reaction on investments. Weisman

shows that decreasing the cap leads to decreasing pro�ts gained from increasing demand. As

a result additional mechanisms are needed to receive appropriate service levels in regulated

network industries.

Multi Market Participation In the second step of his analysis, Weisman investigates e¤ects

of price cap regulation on a monopolist which participates on an additional competitive market.

Weisman shows that investment incentives increase if monopolists can additionally participate

in competitive markets. The main reason for this �nding is some kind of spillover e¤ect. Raising

the quality on the regulated market also increases the quality on the non regulated competitive

market.19

18As a result the following inequalities must hold sRR � L and s�� � L.
19Spillover e¤ects were introduced in innovation economics and especially in research and development models

(see Martin, 2002: 448-449).
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Penalties Without participation in additional markets underinvestment problems can arise

in regulated markets. Because of this, Weisman introduces a benchmark factor qB to enable

the regulator to judge if the �rm�s service quality is adequate or not. When the service level

falls below this benchmark, the �rm faces penalties. In the case of revenue sharing penalties

the monopolists�s pro�t function takes the following form:

� =
h
R
��
p;
^
q
�i �

1� F
�
qB; k

�
� sR

�
� C (Q; k).

The e¤ectiveness of penalties depends on the validity of the upper bound L. If no upper

bound sRR = L exists, the �rm has incentives to invest in service quality. Otherwise, investment

incentives are not su¢ cient. The reason for this observation is that penalties are not strictly

increasing in sR if L holds. To summarize the �ndings penalties are not e¤ective per se, but

only in the absence of the upper bound.

If the regulator chooses a revenue sharing penalty the monopolist�s pro�t function is as

follows:
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Weisman shows that adequate investment incentives always exist and do not depend on the

existence of an upper bound.

Information Dissemination In the last step Weisman introduces information dissemination

to give customers a chance to react on bad service quality. In this case the following pro�t

function holds:

� = F
�
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The author shows that information dissemination always leads to a higher level of invest-

ment than the basic monopoly case. The advantage is the regulator does not have to introduce

penalties or upper bounds of penalties. To conclude price cap regulation does not provide ade-

quate incentives to invest in service quality without additional regulatory actions in Weisman�s

model setting.
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Biglaiser and Ma: Competition and Asymmetric Information

Biglaiser and Ma (1999) incorporate competition in their analysis and compare the following

two situations:

1. Incumbent as monopolist,

2. Duopoly: incumbent and a new entrant.

Both companies produce a homogenous good. The entrant produces with constant marginal

costs ce. The incumbent�s marginal costs depend on the amount of investment in cost decrease.

The incumbent�s marginal costs are a random variable on the intervall [cL; cH ] with distribution

function F (c; I). Costs are strictly decreasing in investments, because investments have �rst

order stochastic dominance compared to costs.20 Furthermore it is assumed that �rms compete

in quantities. The inverse demand function is as follows: P (Q) = �� �Q.

The model is designed as a three stage game. On the �rst step the regulator decides about

the industry structure, which can be a monopoly or a duopoly. The incumbent chooses the level

of investment on the second step. The level of investment is public information, but resulting

costs are only known to the incumbent. On the third step the regulator chooses his regulatory

action under consideration of the incumbent�s investment. The regulatory scheme consists of

combinations of quantities q (c) and transfer payments t (c). The regulated �rm has to choose

a combination from this menue. The incumbent is commited to produce a certain quantity

of output after choosing such combination and has the right to receive a transfer payment.

This regulatory scheme guarantees positive pro�ts to the incumbent. The entrant acts like a

Stackelberg follower, who reacts on the incumbent�s quantity.

Biglaiser and Ma solve the game by backward induction to get information about the incum-

bent�s investment decisions in both cases. Increasing competitive pressure results in decreasing

prices and costs, which can lead to increasing investment incentives. In order to maintain his

dominant position in the market, the incumbent will invest more to get lower costs.

There is one main drawback in this analysis, because it neglects the entrants investment

and as a result an evaluation of the overall investments in both situations is impossible.

20First order stochastic dominance exists if P (I > z) � P (c > z) holds (see Wolfstetter, 1999: 136-137).
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De Bijl and Peitz: Facilities Based Competition, Local Loop Unbundling and Car-

rier Pre Selection

De Bijl and Peitz (2002) analyze di¤erent regulatory settings in terms of market entry of new

competitors. Furthermore, they investigate investment incentives under the three main forms

of competition in telecommunications:

1. Facilities based competition,

2. Local Loop unbundling,

3. Carrier-Pre-Selection.

Because the study is very comprehensive, we only discuss some selected �ndings.21 The

authors state that investment levels di¤er signi�cantly under the three forms of competition.

The highest level of investment is needed when facilities based competition occurs. Investment

levels under local loop unbundling and carrier pre selection are much below the levels under

facilities based competition.

They �nd several instruments to stimulate investment incentives by access charges or un-

bundeled network elements. De Bijl and Peitz do not favour a special form of competition and

suggest regulators should not promote one special form. Most �rms are unable to enter the

market with their own networks. So they need other forms of competition. The promotion of

facilities-based competition is an interesting task if the incumbent is very ine¢ cient or network

quality is very low and welfare can be increased by network competition.

2.3.5 Preleminary Conclusion

The discussed literature provides a detailed overview of determinants of investments in telecom-

munications markets from a theoretical point of view. A major drawback of most of these articles

is the absence of competition in the analysis, because in practice competition increases in most

telecommunications markets. Furthermore, the majority of papers applies a static framework,

the only exceptions are Biglaiser and Riordan (2000) and Alesina et al. (2005). This could

21A discussion of the general model setting and di¤erent forms of competition can be found in de Bijl and
Peitz (2002), 134-137.
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be a main focus of future theoretical work to build models which explain the determinants

of investments over time. It is often suggested that such work could build on the models of

innovation economics, especially patent races.

In the following chapter the main �ndings of the theoretical literature are summarized to

obtain hypotheses for empirical work on this topic.

2.3.6 Theoretical Hypotheses

To obtain a better overview on the main �ndings of the chapters above, we summarize the most

important topics in the following table to get testable hypotheses for empirical studies on the

relationship of regulation and investments in telecommunications.
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Table 3: Regulation and Investment: Some Theoretical Predictions

Hypothesis

- Price cap regulation: investments increase with adjustment parameter

x

- Price cap regulation: investment incentives are larger than under cost

based regulation

- Price cap regulation: investment incentives are larger than under rate

of return regulation

- Price cap regulation: investment incentives are below the e¢ cient level

- Increasing competition leads to increasing investments

- Removal of barriers to entry and decreasing adjustment costs stimulate

investments

- Decreasing investments if regulator cannot commit himself

- Smaller underinvestment under incomplete information

- Investments in cost decrease higher under private service provision

- Usually higher quality under public service provision

- Vertical separation has negative e¤ects on investment incentives

- Access regulation stimulates investments compared to LRIC regulation

- Multi-market participation stimulates investment in service quality

- Penalties like revenue and pro�t sharing schemes can stimulate invest-

ment in service quality

- Control of investment incentives through access charges and prices for

unbundled network elements possible

Surely not all of these hypotheses can be used as the basis for empirical studies due to a

lack of data. However, most of them deliver useful sources for empirical analyses of the relation

between regulation and investments.
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2.4 Regulation and Investment: The Empirical Perspective

2.4.1 Classi�cation of the Existing Empirical Literature

In the following chapters the empirical literature on the relation between regulation and in-

vestments in telecommunications markets is discussed. Furthermore, we discuss, whether the

empirical �ndings are in line with the theoretical predictions. To simplify the analysis we clas-

sify the articles with respect to the determinants of investment they discuss. The classi�cation

is given in the following table.

Table 4: Empirical papers on regulation and investment

Authors Determinants

Firm Level Data

Greenstein, McMaster, and Spiller (1995) incentive regulation, competition

Chang, Koski, and Majumdar (2003) access regulation, competition

Floyd and Gabel (2003) incentive regulation, competition

Gabel and Huang (2003) access regulation, competition

Hausman and Sidak (2005) unbundling

Friederiszick, Grajek, and Röller (2008) regulatory intensity

Simulation based Studies with Firm Level Data

Zarakas et al. (2005) unbundling access charges

Aggregate Data: City, State or Country Level

Woroch (2000) competition

Ai and Sappington (2002) incentive regulation, competition

Gentzoglanis (2002) privatization

Crandal et al. (2004) unbundling

Alesina et al. (2005) competition, privatization

Waverman et al. (2007) unbundling

The articles shown in the table are discussed in detail in the following sections and their

�ndings are compared with the theoretical �ndings discussed above.
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2.4.2 Empirical Results on the Firm Level

Greenstein, McMaster, and Spiller

Greenstein, McMaster, and Spiller (1995) estimate the e¤ects of di¤erent regulatory settings on

the incentives of local exchange carriers to invest in modern infrastructure. In their empirical

analysis they test three hypotheses:

1. Incentive regulation (price regulation, earnings sharing schemes) leeds to higher levels of

investment,

2. Price cap regulation provides higher investment incentives than earnings sharing schemes,

3. Combinations of price cap regulation and earnings sharing schemes provide weaker in-

vestment incentives than price cap regulation alone.

The �rst hypothesis is intuitively clear. To understand the second and the third hypotheses,

let us consider an agreement between the State of California on the one side and Bell Paci�c

and GTE on the other as an example. The agreement contains the following rules:

1. If the yearly return is less than 13% the �rm keeps its pro�t.

2. If the yearly return is between 13 and 16.5%, the �rm keeps 50% of its pro�t exceeding

the 13% rule.

3. For the case that returns exceed 16.5% pro�ts exceedings this level have to be paid back.

For regulators the implementation of an earnings sharing scheme is a di¢ cult task because

�rm�s pro�ts have to be monitored permanently and the regulator has to �nd appropriate

thresholds, which seems to be more complicated than setting adjustment factors in price cap

regulation. Investment incentives should be lower under earnings sharing schemes compared

to price cap regulation, because investments lead to increases in demand or reduction in cost

and as result pro�ts rise. However, the �rm is not allowed to appropriate the whole rents.

The company is bound to the pro�t thresholds while developing its investment strategy. These

arguments are also the main reason for the third hypothesis because the additional introduction

of an earnings sharing scheme besides price cap regulation would remove the positive e¤ects

obtained by price cap regulation.
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Data The authors use data for 101 incumbent local exchange carriers for the period of 1986

to 1991. In the study four endogenous variables are used. These are ALL FIBER, DIGITAL

SWITCHES, ISDN and SS7, where SS7 is also a transfer mode system. There are two groups

of explanatory variables with respect to economic and demographic conditions (Greenstein,

McMaster, and Spiller, 1995: 206-213).

Econometric Approach The authors estimate two di¤erent models to analyze the intro-

duction of modern infrastructure between 1986 and 1991. The �rst model explains in which

way changes in regulatory conditions a¤ect the introduction of new technologies. The variable

Y �kjt is the logarithm of the long term level of capital for a speci�c technology like ISDN for a

company j in State k in period t. It depends on several explanatory variables Xkjt and can be

expressed as follows:

Y �kjt = Xkjt� + "kjt.

Furthermore, they calculate the short term level of capital as a weighted average of the long

term level of capital and the capital level of the previous period:

Ykjt = Ykjt�1 + �
�
Y �kjt � Ykjt�1

�
+ �kjt.

Substitution of the �rst into the second equation gives:

Ykjt = �
0Ykjt�1 +Xkjt�

0 + vkjt with �0 = 1� �, �0 = �� and v = �"kjt + �kjt.

This equation contains two main aspects of innovation processes. On the one hand �0 is a

measure of the speed of adjustment. Is �0 near zero, adjustment to the long term capital level

is very quickl, but if �0 takes values near one the adjustment process lasts much longer. The

vector �0 describes the e¤ects of regulation and additional control variables onto the level of

investment. As an adequate estimation requires su¢ cient variation in the dependent variable,

this equation is only estimated for �breoptic cables since for this technology the authors can

use a time series for the full period of 1986 to 1991.

In a second approach the authors investigate the growth of the infrastructure capital stock.

Their estimation equation can be written as follows:
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Ykjt � Ykjb = Xkjt� � "kjt if t > b.

This equation measures the growth of the infrastructure capital level compared to a base

year. The level of the base year is given as Ykjt. The authors choose the year in which �rms

are obliged to disclose information for the �rst time, because of regulatory laws. Greenstein,

McMaster and Spiller estimate the e¤ects of changing regulatory environments on the growth

of the capital stock. They assume that regulatory actions are exogenous with respect to the

application of new technologies.22

Results In a �rst step the authors analyze e¤ects of general economic and demographic con-

ditions on the roll-out of digital technologies. They estimate statistically signi�cant e¤ects of

such variables on �rm�s investment. The deployment of digital technologies in telecommunica-

tions industries is more probable in regions with high population density. Furthermore, a high

average income has positive e¤ects on investment and the authors also �nd a negative e¤ect of

high wages per hour on the deployment of �breglass and ISDN.

In the second step the authors estimate the adjustment model. They show that price

cap regulation has signi�cant positive e¤ects on the deployment of new technologies. The

adjustment process to the long term capital level is quite slow. As a result they con�rm

their hypotheses. The adoption of earnings sharing schemes has no signi�cant e¤ects, but a

combination of earnings sharing schemes and price cap regulation has signi�cant negative e¤ects

on investments. Furthermore, the basic stock of technology is very important. The analysis of

the growth model supports these �ndings, the only di¤erence is the negative e¤ect of price cap

regulation on investments.

So the theoretical hypotheses are partially supported by the empirical analysis, but a¤ects

of general economic and demographic conditions are also important. One drawback is that

the authors concentrate on modernization investments und do not discuss possible endogeneity

problems of explanatory variables.

22This does not mean exogenous in a statistical sense. The authors try to solve the econometric problem of
endogeneity by including several additional control variables.
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Chang, Koski, and Majumdar

Chang, Koski, and Majumdar analyze the relationship between access charges and investment

in new technologies on the �rm level. They state that promotion of facilities based competition

is one of the main goals of US telecommunications regulation. Their dataset consists of 41 local

exchange carriers from 1994 to 1998. These companies own about 90% of the US telecommuni-

cations networks and provide a comprehensive overview of telecommunications markets in the

US. The authors show that deployment of new digital technologies speeds up, if access charges

are low. Hence, high access charges tend to a decrease in investment levels. With regard to

competition the paper does not yield consistent results. Increasing competitive pressure has

positive e¤ects on investments in digital technoligies, but negative e¤ects in terms of invest-

ments in �bre glass technologies. Furthermore, the authors analyze data for Europe and show

that investment is higher in those states which do not calculate access charges based on the

LRIC concept.23 The main reason for this �nding is that LRIC access charges are based on an

hypothetically optimal network and costs of networks in practice have to exceed such costs for

hypothetical networks because of path dependencies. However, the authors concede that their

data set is very limited and detailed analysis should be done with more detailed datasets.24 A

possible drawback of the analysis is the lack of discussion of other investment than moderniza-

tion investment and furthermore only few control variables are used in the empirical analysis.

Another problem is the neglection of endogeneity problems which can lead to biased estimates.

Floyd and Gabel

Floyd and Gabel (2003) investigate investment decisions of incumbents in local telecommuni-

cations networks in the US in terms of deployment of digital technologies. Their main research

question is whether competitive pressure promotes investment or not. They use cross section

data for 2001 and estimate a similar model as Greenstein, McMaster, and Spiller (1995), but

they modify it using a probit approach.25

They show that competitive pressure promotes the introduction of packet switching and

23See also Cave and Vogelsang (2003), 721.
24For an analysis of telecommunications investment in the Netherlands see Rood and te Velde (2003).
25For a discussion of probit models see Cameron and Trivedi (2005), 465-474.
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con�rm Woroch�s (2000) results. Furthermore, they �nd that the probability of deployment of

digital technologies is higher for small and medium sized companies. This �nding corresponds

to the statement that deregulation has positive e¤ects on the application of new technologies.

Additionally, they �nd a statistically signi�cant e¤ect of average income on investments, fur-

thermore incumbents� investments increase in access charges. Finally, note that investment

decisions vary signi�cantly between companies of di¤erent size. The most interesting �nding of

this study is the positive e¤ect of competitive pressure on investments in telecommunications

markets. In contrast, incumbents tend to abandon to invest in markets in which they have a

dominant position.

Gabel and Huang

Gabel and Huang (2003) study the relationship between competition in local networks, regula-

tion, and privatization on investment in new services.26 A special characteristic of their study

is that they analyze the investments of incumbents (Regional Bell Operating Companies) and

their competitors in the US as well. A surprising result is that price cap regulation has statisti-

cally signi�cant negative e¤ects on investments in new services. On the other side competitive

pressure stimulates investments in new services. A main aspect of deployment of new services is

the design of access charges (Peitz, 2003). If these access charges are quite high, the probability

of introducing new services decreases.

This study shows that investment incentives do not only depend on regulation, but also

on general market conditions. However, it has to be noted that the paper also only analyses

modernization investments.

Unbundling and Infrastructure Investments: Hausman and Sidak

Hausman and Sidak (2005) review empirical evidence and regulatory experience from the U.S.,

the UK, New Zealand, Canada, and Germany and conclude that unbundling did not stimulate

infrastructure investment in those countries. Additonally, they conduct an empirical analysis

on the �rm level using U.S. data for the years 2000 and 2001 which leads to the same results.

Their main results are the �nding that unbundling has no positive e¤ects on infrastructure

26For more information about these services see table 1 in Gabel and Huang (2003).
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investment of incumbents and entrants in the United States and that retail prices did not

decrease as initially hoped. As a result Hausman and Sidak are rather sceptical with respect

to the unbundling approach in telecommunications regulation.

E¤ects of Regulatory Intensity on Investment Incentives: Friederiszick, Grajek,

and Röller

A recent study using �rm level data is the analysis conducted by Friederiszick, Grajek, and

Röller (2008). Their dataset consists of 180 �xed-line and mobile telecommunications operators

in 25 countries of the European Union over ten years for the period from 1997 to 2006. They

estimate a dynamic model with infrastructure investment as the dependend variable including

the �rst lag of infrastructure investment as an additional explanatory variable to take account

of the dynamic structure of the investment process. Their most important variable is an indica-

tor measuring the regulatory intensity in each country. Furthermore, they apply instrumental

variable techniques to solve the endogeneity problem of regulatory variables and variables de-

scribing the competitive pressure in each country. Additionally, they control for demand and

cost speci�c variables in their regressions. The main result of this study is the �nding that

tough entry regulation discourages infrastructure investment of entrants, but has no signi�cant

e¤ects on incumbents� invcestment incentives. They do not �nd any e¤ects of regulatory in-

tensity on mobile operators�investment incentives. This �nding is not very surprising however

in comparison to �xed-line regulation mobile telephone operators are rather unregulated. A

possible weakness of this study is that the authors do not estimate their equations with meth-

ods as Arellano and Bond�s GMM-estimation technique to instrument the lagged dependend

variable, because this could lead to biased estimations due to possible endogeneity of the lagged

investment variable.

2.4.3 Simulation Based Evidence on the E¤ects of Access Charges on In-

vestment Incentives on the Firm Level

Zarakas et al. (2005) apply a di¤erent methodology to quantify the e¤ects of di¤erent levels

of access charges on incentives to invest in telecommunications infrastructure. They build

a dynamic oligopoly model of competition in local exchange markets. Their main objective
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is to analyze the e¤ects of mandatory sharing of incumbents facilities upon investment in

telecommunications infrastructure. They calibrate the structural parameters of their model

using market data for selected U.S. states such as New York and Texas from 2000 to 2003. In a

second step they use these values to simulate investment outcomes under alternative unbundling

policies. The authors conclude that access charges based on standard cost based procedures

are appropriate methods to foster service based competition and drive down retail prices in the

short run. In the long run such pricing schemes have negative e¤ects on investment incentives

in their model. On the other hand higher access charges drive facilities based competition and

stimulate incentives to invest in telecommunications infrastructure. As a result the authors �nd

a trade-o¤ between the short run goal of low retail prices and the long run goal of fostering

investment incentives to maintain high quality telecommunications networks in the future.

2.4.4 Empirical Evidence on the Aggregate Level

Woroch

Woroch (2000) analyses e¤ects of facilities based competition on investments in digital in-

frastructure. The sample consists of 128 cities in the U.S. for the time period from 1983 to

1992. In the database the incumbents as well as new entrants are contained. Woroch inves-

tigates investments in urban �bre rings, which are telecommunications networks constructed

from �bre optic cables with a circular architecture. These networks transport data without con-

ventional switches.27 Because of the high costs of building such networks it is only suitable for

urban regions with high population density. The author obtaines two interesting results from his

empirical analysis. Incumbents� investments are stimulated if competitive pressure increases.

The entrants� investments depend on the former investments of the incumbent because the

entrants�business opportunities depend on the incumbents�infrastructure which entrants can

use via access regulation. Compared to the Greenstein, McMaster, and Spiller study Woroch

takes care of possible endogeneity problems and receives more accurate estimations.

27For a general discussion of �bre optic technology in telecommunications see Dodd (2002), 84-87.
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Ai and Sappington

Ai and Sappington (2002) estimate the e¤ects of incentive regulation on network moderniza-

tion, aggregate investments, costs, and pro�ts in US States from 1986 to 1999. They compare

results under rate of return regulation to di¤erent forms of incentive regulation.28 The authors

note that positive e¤ects of incentive regulation increase in competitive pressure. As a result

network modernizations is better assured under incentive regulation than under rate of return

regulation. An interesting �nding is that there are no statistically signi�cant di¤erences be-

tween the regulatory instruments in terms of their e¤ects on revenues, pro�ts, and aggregate

investments. Also the companies�rates do not di¤er under the several regulatory instruments.

The only exception are rates for business clients, which are signi�cantly lower under incentive

regulation compared to rate of return regulation. Furthermore Ai and Sappington note that

costs are signi�cantly lower under incentive regulation. A possible drawback is that investments

of competitors are neglected in this study. The main advantage of the study is the detailed

consideration of control variables, which leads to a realistic view of the industry.

Gentzoglanis

In a study for countries in North Africa and the Near East in the time period of 1997 to 2001,

Gentzoglanis (2003) �nds positive e¤ects of privatization on incumbents�investments. This is

a strong indicator against the proposition that privatization always leads to lower investment

levels.29 However, one has to note that this study su¤ers from lack of controlling for factors like

demography and general economic conditions. The only control variable contained describes

the companies�property rights. Perhaps these drawbacks depend on the regional focus of the

study, but biases in estimated coe¢ cients can not be eliminated in these regressions.

Regulation and Investment: Alesina et al.

Alesina et al. (2005) investigate the relationship between regulation and investments for seven

regulated industries in 21 OECD countries from 1975 to 1998. They construct four indices,

28 Incentive regulation contains price cap regulation, earnings sharing schemes, and rate case moratoria.
29The following countries are contained in this study: Algeria, Egypt, Jordan, Lebanon, Mauritania, Morocco,

Syria, Tunisia, and Turkey.
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as measures of regulation in the relevant countries. Furthermore they apply indices for all

dimensions of regulation and indices capturing only speci�c aspects of regulation like barriers

to entry and public ownership.

Data Most data is obtained from the OECD international regulation database and is directed

to following industries: electricity, gas, road transport, passenger transport, railway, post and

telecommunications. Additional data is obtained from several national sources. The authors

construct four indices to observe the development of regulation over time. Each indicator takes

values on a zero (fully liberalized) to six (most restrictive) scale. Indicators cover the following

aspects:

1. Barriers to entry,

2. Public ownership,

3. Market share of the dominant �rm,

4. Existence of price controls.

The indicator barriers to entry contains information about restrictions to enter a market

in potentially competitive industries as well as rules in terms of vertical integration. It takes

the value zero if three or more �rms are in the market and/or vertical separation is required.

A value of six corresponds to vertical integration, protected monopolies, and public licenses.

Values between the extreme points are given if partial liberalization can be observed. An

example is the existence of a duopoly or unbundling requirements.

The public ownership indicator measures the share of Government-owned equity in network

companies. If the indicator equals zero the Government owns no shares of these �rms. Con-

versely an indicator value of six implies full public ownership. An example for an indicator

value of zero is the case if no company has a market share exceeding 50%, the indicator equals

a value of three if local monopolies exist and a value of six if one �rm has a market share

exceeding 90%.

The individual indicators are aggregated for the empirical study and as a result the authors

build four indicators:
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1. REGOL: barriers to entry, public ownership, market shares of dominant �rms,

2. REGNO: barriers to entry, market shares of dominant �rms, existence of price controls,

3. BEVI: barriers to entry,

4. REGPO: public ownership.

Barriers to entry are investigated in an isolated manner because the authors assume large

e¤ects of this indicator on regulation. Public ownership is also separated, because public own-

ership is not required to have e¤ects on private investments. Market shares of entrants are not

contained as an indicator to avoid possible endogeneity biases. A separate indicator for price

controls is not constructed, because of the lack of appropriate data. Investments are obtained

from the OECD Industrial Statistics Database.

Econometric Strategy Alesina et al. (2005) estimate a dynamic panel model speci�cated

as follows:

�
I
K

�
=
X

�s
�
I
K

�
ijt�s +

X
��REGijt�s + ij + &t + "ijt.

In this equation t is a time index, i is an index for countries, and j for the industries.

REG represents one of the indicators discussed above. The other terms include �xed e¤ects

for countries and industries. Additionally
�
I
K

�
is the rate of investment. Furthermore, the

authors estimate the model with di¤erent lags to check the dependence of their results on

lagged variables. They state that the main results do not depend on the number of lags.

Results The main result is a negative e¤ect of regulation on investment incentives in the

long run. Conversely the reduction of barriers to entry has a statistically signi�cant positive

e¤ect on investment levels. The main reason for this e¤ect are decreasing costs of market

entry and decreasing adjustment costs for the incumbent. Furthermore, public ownership also

has negative e¤ects on investments. The authors motivate their �nding with decreasing public

budgets in the last decades. Furthermore, it could be possible that public �rms anticipate their

future privatization and investment incentives are negatively in�uenced. However, it should be

noted that this is not the mechanism assumed usually.
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To ensure the validity of their analysis Alesina et al. include several control variables

with regard to country and industry speci�c e¤ects. They �nd that their main results do not

depend on these control variables. Furthermore, the base level of regulatory action is extremely

important. If the level of regulation is low at the beginning of liberalization the e¤ects on

investments are much higher than in countries with initially very restrictive regulation.

To conclude, one can say that deregulation and removal of barriers to entry have statisti-

cally signi�cant positive e¤ects on investments or in other words restrictive regulation is the

main restraint of investment. These �ndings are not common sense in the literature. Li and Xu

(2004) for example provide evidence that competition can have positive e¤ects on investment

incentives.30 One possible drawback of their study are the dramatic changes in telecommuni-

cations over their observation period from 1981 to 1998 which could lead to structural breaks

that are not discussed or analyzed in this study.

Mandatory Unbundling and Investments: Waverman et al. and Crandal et al.

Besides Alesina et al. (2005) Waverman et al. (2007) also use aggregate data in their study.

Their main goal is to analyze the e¤etcs of access regulation embodied in the price of unbundled

local loop on investment in alternative infrastructure. Using European data for 27 countries

from 2002 to 2006 Waverman et al. (2007) �nd a strong substitution from broadband o¤ered

over alternative access platforms towards unbundled loop based alternatives when local loop

prices are low. As a result, the authors conclude that unbundling can decrease entrant�s in-

centives to invest into infrastructure, and facilities-based entry is lessened as a consequence.

Crandal et al. (2004) using U.S. state level data for the years 2001 and 2002 present similar

results. The share of the entrants�lines which are facilities based decline when rental rates for

local loops are lower.

2.4.5 Comparison of Theoretical Hypotheses and Empirical Results

In the following chapter the empirical �ndings are compared to the theoretical hypotheses

discussed earlier. To simplify the analysis, the following table lists the main theoretical and

empirical results:

30Their analysis is based on a panel of 177 countries from 1981 to 1998.
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Table 5: Synopsis of theoretical and empirical results

Theory Empirical Evidence

Price cap regulation stimulates in-

vestment

yes

Price cap regulation provides higher

investment incentives

unclear

than cost based regulation

Price cap regulation provides higher

investment incentives

yes

than rate of return regulation

Privatization increases investment

incentives

weak evidence

Underinvestment if regulator cannot

commit

no empirical study

Multi market participation en-

hances investment

no empirical study

Penalties increase investment no

Competitive pressure stimulates in-

vestment

unclear

Removal of barriers to entry and

adjustment costs stimulates invest-

ment

yes

The table shows that only few theoretical �ndings are supported by empirical studies. Espe-

cially the regulator�s commitment problem was not studied empirically so far. One exemption

is the study by Lyon and Mayo (2005) presenting empirical evidence of opportunistic behav-

iour in form of cost disallowances during the 1980s in the U.S. electricity sector. Furthermore,

several e¤ects show mixed empirical evidence so that no clear cut statements are possible on

the e¤ects of di¤erent regulatory instruments. One additional aspect discussed in the empirical

literature is the shift of risk from the entrant to the incumbent as a result of free network
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access for entrants. Jorde et al. (2000) show that access regulation can lead to increasing cost

of capital for the incumbent and Ingraham and Sidak (2003) present empirical evidence that

incumbents�cost of equity rise under access regulation regimes. It is straightforward to assume

that increasing cost of capital do not foster investment. Furthermore, Wallsten (2006) does not

�nd a robust empirical relationship between local loop unbundling and broadband penetration

rates. This short summary shows clearly that there is a need for additional empirical studies on

the relationship between regulation and investment. In the next sections we discuss possibilities

to solve underinvestment problems in telecommunications markets. Two approaches are mainly

dicussed in the literature: access holidays and the real options approach.

2.4.6 Additional Evidence on the Relationship of Regulation and Investment

Apart from purely scienti�c oriented studies discussed above, there is a large number of reports

produced by consultants for several clients. A study conducted by Jones Day and SPC Network

for the European Competitive Telecommunications Association (see ECTA 2002, 2004, 2005,

2006) reports strong correlation between regulatory intensity and investment incentives. The

authors intepret their results as evidence that more intrusive regulation increases investment.

However, one has to note that the study su¤ers so many statistical weaknesses that the results

should be interpreted very carefully.31 A study by London Economics and PricewaterhouseC-

oopers (2006) supports the hypothesis that there is a positive relationship between regulation

and investment, but this study also su¤ers several econometric shortcomings like Moulton bias

(see Moulton, 1990) and many others (also see Gerpott, 2007). Other studies reach di¤erent

conclusions as the one prepared by Mercer and NERA (2006). They conclude that deregu-

lation would spur investments and increase both consumer and producer surplus. Enriquez,

Marschner, and Me¤ert (2006) also argue for deregulation as the main driver of infrastructure

investment in a McKinsey study.

As a result these studies su¤er from so many weaknesses, which make serious predictions

and policy recommendations based on these reports nearly impossible.32

31For a detailled discussion of the studies and their weaknesses see Zenhäusern, Telser, and Worm (2006) as
well as Weeks and Williamson (2006).
32For a detailled discussion of the pros and cons of the consultancy reports see Dewenter, Haucap, and

Heimesho¤ (2007).
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2.5 Approaches to Solve the Underinvestment Problem in Net-

work Industries

2.5.1 Access Holidays

General Aspects of Access Holidays

Recent studies provide evidence that per capita investment in telecommunications in the Eu-

ropean Union and especially in Germany is lacking behind the levels of the U.S. and Japan.

Possibly the regulatory framework in Europe does not provide adequate investment incentives

to telecommunications companies. To solve this underinvestment problem, new approaches are

discussed. In the literature two suggestions are mainly discussed: the concept of access holidays

and the theory of real options. Access holidays deal with new markets and innovations and es-

pecially the provision of adequate investment incentives. The idea originates from the economic

theory of innovation and especially used to provide patents to �rms. The innovator obtains

the right to use the new network exclusively for a speci�ed time period. Subsequently, access

for competitiors at regulated charges must be provided. During access holidays the innovating

�rm has the possibility to appropriate rents from its investment.

The second concept to solve underinvestment problems in telecommunications markets is

derived from the theory of real options. It is assumed that incumbents as owners of the in-

frastructure bear all investment risks alone and the resulting risk distribution between incum-

bent and entrants is asymmetric. Many entrants only invest in some limited infrastructure,

but obtain the chance to use the entire telecommunications networks without bearing the in-

vestment risk. So access regulation provides a real option to them, because they can enter the

market without or with minimal sunk costs. In the literature some authors suggest that access

charges should be adjusted to reimburse incumbents for their risks. In the following chapters

the two approaches are discussed in detail.

The Theory of Access Holidays

Gans and King (2004) have introduced the concept of access holidays as an approach to increase

investment incentives in telecommunications markets. The underlying idea is similar to patents.
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To ensure an adequate level of innovations in a market, Governments in most countries provide

patents to innovating companies. During the duration of the patent nobody is allowed to

imitate the innovation. As a result the innovator receives higher pro�ts and is in a position to

appropriate rents from his innovation (Tirole, 1988 and Martin, 2002: 459-460). Patents are a

consequence of the observation that the market does not provide adequate incentives to invest

to companies and incentives have to be rised to get socially e¢ cient outcomes. Gans and King

(2004) analyze the case of an incumbent who is the owner of a monopolistic bottleneck under

access regulation. They build a model to study e¢ cient investment timing and show that access

holidays lead to welfare improvements compared to classical access regulation. In regulatory

practice the application of access holidays is very di¢ cult.33 The most di¢ cult problem is the

trade-o¤ between appropriate rents for the incumbent and network access for the competitors

to the earliest time possible, to promote allocative e¢ ciency and avoid remonopolization of

markets.

Access Holidays and Policy Recommendations

In recent years few markets faced technological progress to an extent similar to telecommunica-

tions markets (De Bijl and Peitz, 2002: 14-25). The probability that this development remains

is quite high. It is a challenge for regulatory authorities because it is not su¢ cient to open

the incumbents�networks to provide entrants with adequate chances to establish themselves on

the market as service providers. Because modern economies need modern telecommunications

infrastructures, both incumbents and entrants have to invest in infrastructure in the future.

However, it is questionable whether the actual regulatory framework provides the su¢ cient

incentives for extensive investments.

A �rst scheme to implement access holidays in regulatory practice has been suggested by

Baake, Kamecke, and Wey (2005). They de�ne a new market as an innovation which enables

the provision of new services, that formerly could not be supplied. The innovation has not to be

patented, but a patent would be a clear signal for a new market. However, with regard to the

authors this de�nition is not broad enough. Furthermore customers�needs have to be satis�ed

33Especially a precise but also tractable de�nition of new markets is needed (See Baake, Kamecke, and Wey,
2005: 22-23).
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in a better way than before and costs should decrease.

To implement their concept Baake, Kamecke, and Wey suggest the following scheme:

1. Four years after the introduction of the innovation: checking the existence of a new

market,

2. Six years after the introduction of the innovation: Are there any infrastructure facilities

build by competitors?,

3. Eight years after introduction of the innovation: competitors should have gained increas-

ing market shares up to 30%,

4. Ten years after introduction of the innovation: forecast if there will be signi�cant market

power in the next two years,

5. Twelve years after introduction of the innovation: conclusive decision if market should be

regulated.

If the conditions stated under point one to �ve are ful�lled there will be no ex ante regu-

lation. If this is not the case on every step, ex ante regulation can be established. The main

goal is providing adequate investment incentives to telecommunications companies. As a re-

sult technological progress will remain in telecommunications markets and the advantages of

dynamic e¢ ciency can be assured.

It should be noted that the time periods discussed above are only approximations and have

to be adjusted in every case by the regulatory agency. It is questionable whether governments

want to provide such high levels of discretion to regulatory authorities. So it is reasonable to

assume that the discussed scheme can only be a �rst step towards a concept of access holidays

applicable in regulatory practice.

2.5.2 The Real Options Approach

Waverman (1998) states that most regulatory authorities try to obtain the most modern and

innovative infrastructure to the lowest cost for the customers. He also notes that this is a kind

of Nirvana approach because there is a trade-o¤ between short term cost minimization and long

term investment incentives. Generally the regulator has two options:
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1. Choosing the short term perspective and concentrate on low costs and prices or,

2. A long term perspective which includes dynamic e¢ ciency as well.

Waverman analyzes facilities based competition in the US and UK. In the UK facilities based

entry was strongly supported at the beginning of the liberalization process, but after a certain

time the regulator had to conclude that the establishment of infrastructure competition did not

work. Infrastructure investments in the UK were only linked to the cable network which was

not fully developed to the beginning of the liberalization process in the UK. The US already

had a well developed cable network and as a consequence overall investments of entrants in

telecommunications infrastructure were on a low level. Entrants minimized their risks and used

the incumbents�networks via access regulation. As a consequence they were service providers

without infrastructure. Waverman suggests to reverse the density of regulatory obligations and

concentrate on the principle problems like interconnection. Beyond this level of regulation the

telecommunications sector would be controlled by competition law.

The lack of appropriate investment incentives for the incumbent can be routed to two main

problems. Access regulation provides entrants with the possibility to enter telecommunications

markets without own infrastructure. As a consequence entrants do not participate in investment

risks and avoid sunk costs. The result of this kind of access regulation is an asymmetric risk

distribution. The entrant receives an additional option by the regulator (Valletti, 2003: 664),

because there are no barriers to entry or exit for him. If these risks are not included in access

charges the incumbent receives no reward for his risk taking. Pindyck (2004) calls it a subsidy

for new competitors.34

The application of real options methods, based on the well known theory of �nancial op-

tions, was introduced to telecommunications economics by Alleman, Pindyck, and Trigeorgis.35

Pindyck suggests to adjust access charges with respect to the incumbents risks. The imple-

mentation of this approach in regulatory practice seems quite di¢ cult and some authors are

very sceptical if it is really even possible. Other authors provide schemes to implement risk

34For an example see Pindyck (2005a).
35For the theory of real options see Dixit and Pindyck (1994), Trigeorgis (1996), and Smit and Trigeorgis

(2004).
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adjustments by real options theory.36

A lack of investment incentives does not only exist for incumbents, but also for entrants.

According to the ladder of investment theory which states that new competitors only build such

infrastructure essentially needed for entering the market, entrants build up own infrastructure.

After gaining larger market shares they invest in lager parts of the network infrastructure.

Cave and Prosperetti (2001) show that infrastructure investments by entrants in Europe are

very low. This is one reason for the very low per capita infrastructure investment in the

European Union. They state that one reason for this situation is the very low level of access

charges (Cave and Prosperetti, 2001: 430). To solve this problem, short term and long term

goals in telecommunications regulation have to be treated more carefully and simultaneous. The

general principle of open access is essentially needed for telecommunications markets, but to

keep networks on a high technological level especially with respect to broadband technologies,

new approaches are needed.

Finally it should be discussed why instruments such as local loop unbundling did not lead

to the expected success.37 Jorde, Sidak, and Teece (2000) state that the absence of success of

local loop unbundling in terms of investment incentives has its roots in a lack of consideration

of investment incentives. Prices of unbundled network elements are calculated on LRIC basis.

They show that LRIC regulation leads to higher volatility of pro�ts and costs of capital rise

because of increasing risk.38 Investors demand higher risk premia and as a consequence costs

of equity rise. On the other hand increasing risks lead to higher default risks of the �rm and

costs of debt also rise. As a result overall cost of capital rise. This rise in cost of capital has

negative e¤ects on investment incentives (Jorde, Sidak, and Teece, 2000, 19-20).

Furthermore LRIC prices lead to a lack of infrastructure investments by entrants (Jorde,

Sidak, and Teece, 2000: 21-24). The discussion clari�es that LRIC prices are not appropriate

in terms of investment incentives and new regulatory options are needed.

36See Hausman (1997), (1998), and (2000); Pindyck (2004), (2005a), and (2005b)
37See also de Bijl and Peitz (2005).
38See pp. 14-16 for a discussion of the LRIC concept and its pros and cons.
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2.5.3 Applicability of Access Holidays and Real Options Theory in Practice

The two approaches lead to extensive di¢ culties in terms of implementation in regulatory

practice. Especially an implementation of the real options approach bears large risks because

of the massive information requirements. It is very di¢ cult to indentify possible options of the

incumbent instead of investing into his network. Especially it is nearly impossible to say which

options a �rm looses as a consequence of access regulation. It seems very di¢ cult to obtain

transparent regulatory decisions based on real options theory.

Access holidays are also connected with intensive information requirements, but this option

may be easier to implement, because of experiences from patent law. However, nevertheless it

is also a new paradigm and requires a lot of manpower and �nancial ressources. There are some

other suggestions how to solve the underinvestment problem in the literature. Sibley (1989)

presents a regulatory mechanism solving information problems of the regulator which may lead

to e¢ cient investment behaviour. Evans and Guthrie (2005) analyze a model incorporating risk

in the analysis of the relationship between regulation and investment. Their suggestion is an

extension of Ramsey pricing to a dynamic setting. The main idea is that regulators can ensure

that regulated �rms just break even whenever they are forced to make irreversible investment

in infrastructure. However, it seems questionable whether these suggestions are applicable

in regulatory practice, because the approaches are much more complicated compared to the

suggestions discussed before.

2.6 Conclusion

This chapter has surveyed theoretical and empirical literature dealing with the relationship

between regulation and investment and introduces two concepts, suggested in the literature,

to overcome the underinvestment problem. The survey of existing research on the relation-

ship between regulation and investments shows that there are several studies which analyze

investment incentives within a theorectical framework. In contrast the empirical research on

this topic is still very limited. Only few studies analyze determinants of investments, which is

also due to the lack of adequate data especially in Europe. Furthermore dynamic approaches

are neglected in most studies and need much more research e¤ort in the future. A recourse to
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models of patent races and other models of innovation economics may be a successful approach.

Additionally, questions regarding investments in mobile telecommunications are not studied

yet. Two approaches to stimulate investments, access holidays and the real options approach

to adjust access charges for the incumbents�or the investors�risk, have been identi�ed. One has

to note that both approaches have the same problem, because they are both very information

intensive in regulatory practice, but it seems that access holidays are easier to handle. One

reason for this conclusion is the existing experience in the application of patent laws which are

based on similar ideas of recoverage of investments. Furthermore, a suggestion how to imple-

ment access holidays by Baake, Kamecke, and Wey (2005) is already available. Suggestions how

to apply the real options approach by Hausman and Pindyck are still highly theoretical and

characterized by mathematical reasoning which seems not appropriate for regulatory practice.

In a recent apper Flacher, Jennequin, and Lorenzi (2006) identify a third approach how to

deal with the underinvestment problem. This approach suggests the substitution of ex ante

regulation for ex post regulation which is more related to antitrust policy and can be called a

light-handed approach. The main idea behind this suggestion is the observation that ten years

after liberalization and regulation of telecommunications markets, such markets are character-

ized by workable competition and it is time to transfer these markets from high regulatory

intensity (ex ante regulation) to the less intensive ex post approach to normalize the judicial

barriers to competitors on telecommunications markets. This is an interesting suggestion, but

actually it is unclear whether it is to early to rely only on antritrust law in industries with

such special features like communications markets. Before one can decide which way to go,

more empirical evidence on the determinants of investments in telecommunications markets

is desirable for a better understanding of the investment process. Otherwise it is impossible

to �nd optimal or, to be realistic, appropriate regulatory solutions to stimulate infrastructure

investments.
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Chapter 3

What Drives Investment in

Telecommunications Markets:

Evidence from OECD Countries

3.1 Introduction

A high quality infrastructure stimulates economic growth. This argument is supported by a

large body of empirical work from the last 15 years (see, e.g., Gramlich, 1994, Munnell, 1992).

However, this statement is not very precise as infrastructure consists of a multitude of assets

and, from a policy perspective, we have to go further into details to provide helpful advice to

policymakers. There are now some studies that highlight the importance of telecommunications

infrastructure and the corresponding investments as a main source of economic growth (see e.g.

Röller and Waverman, 2001). The main argument is that a high quality telecommunications

infrastructure enables people to communicate more easily and e¢ ciently and as a consequence

transaction costs are decreasing (Norton, 1992). Until the late 1990s telecommunications in-

dustries were state owned monopolies in most countries, with the particular exception of the

United Kingdom, where the process of liberalization already started in the mid 1980s. In the

last 10 years a remarkable process of liberalization has been taken place in telecommunica-

tions industries in Europe and other parts of the world (La¤ont and Tirole, 2001, Nuechterlein
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and Weiser, 2005). As a consequence of the disaggregated view of the telecommunications

value chain, economists changed the conventional view that the telecommunications industry

as a whole can be seen as natural monopoly. Instead the value chain is investigated from a

vertically disaggregated perspective. The main result is that some facilities still remain entry

resistant natural monopolies, like the local loop, but many upstream or downstream markets are

potentially competitive (Dewenter and Haucap, 2007: 2). One fundamental insight is impor-

tant to understand the process of liberalization in telecommunications markets: Liberalization

is not always the same as deregulation. The main feature of liberalization is the removal of bar-

riers to entry for new competitors to enhance competition in formerly non-competitive sectors.

However this is impossible without carefully designed regulation, especially access regulation,

to enable new competitors to use the incumbent�s essential facilities (Vogelsang, 2003).

In the last decade remarkable di¤erences in the rate of GDP growth can be observed amongst

OECD countries. Alesina et al. (2005) have found a strong correlation between early adoption

of liberalization, especially entry liberalization and privatization, in network industries and

investment in OECD countries. Restrictive regulation of product markets seems to have a

large negative impact on investment and as a consequence on economic growth. In their study,

Alesina et al. (2005) analyze the regulation-investment relationship on the telecommunications,

gas and railroad sectors and the road freight industry. Furthermore, a controversial debate in

Europe and especially in Germany points out that per capita infrastructure investment in

telecommunications markets is too low compared with other OECD countries or the OECD

average (Enriquez, Marschner, and Me¤ert, 2006). The following �gure obtained from an

McKinsey report (Enriquez, Marschner, and Me¤ert, 2006) shows that Germany has lower per

capita investment levels in telecommunications than the EU average and the OECD average.
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Figure 1: Average annual per capita investments in telecommunications infrastructure 1997-

2003 (EUR per capita per year)
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This leeds to serious concerns about Germany�s future economic growth. One can argue

that Germany�s telecommunications infrastructure traditionally has a higher standard than

most other infrastructures in the rest of the world and, as a result, per capita investments to

keep network quality on a high level are lower consequently. This argument holds for short

time periods, but the decline in Germany�s per capita investments in telecommunications lasts

for more than ten years. This period of low investments is too long to be explained by path

dependencies and a higher basic network standard. If this development can not be stopped,

it will result in a drastic decline in network quality. In 2005 Deutsche Telekom AG (DTAG)

announced a program to build a high speed broadband network (VDSL) in Germany�s largest

cities. As a necessary condition for taking this investment, DTAG called for access holidays

for their newly build network. This request based on the simple idea investments respectively

innovations are only pro�table if the innovator can appropriate some portion of monopoly rents.

However if competitiors receive access to the new network from the beginning, DTAG would not

be able to receive higher pro�ts for a certain time. As a consequence the high speed broadband
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network would not be build. In parts of the literature there is serious concern about the absence

of investment incentives under current telecommunications regulation. Access regulation based

on Long Run Incremental Cost (LRIC) leads to an asymmetric risk distribution against the

incumbent (Waverman, 1998). The main reason is that entrants can enter the market without

making large and irreversible investments, using the incumbent�s infrastructure instead. As

a result entrants have a real exit option which the incumbent does not have, because of its

large amount of sunk costs. To account for this problem and to provide adequate investment

incentives, Gans and King (2002) have developed the concept of access holidays. For a given

time period the incumbent can use newly built, innovative, infrastructure components alone,

to enable him to appropriate monopoly rents (see also Gans and Williams, 1999 a, b). A

neccessary condition for providing access holidays is the existence of a new market, which is

based on an innovative service or infrastructure. To decide whether there is a new market

is most di¢ cult in this context (see Baake, Kamecke, and Wey, 2005). In the meantime the

German Government has added a new section to the German telecommunications law, which

enables the regulatory authority to provide access holidays under speci�c circumstances. If the

concept of access holidays works as assumed by Gans and Williams, competition should have

a signi�cantly negative e¤ects on the incumbent�s investment in telecommunications markets.

However the e¤ect on the investments of the competitors is unclear.

It is not clear whether the infrastructure gap is really a result of regulatory actions, tight

regulation, or the competitive pressure in Germany alone. Instead other explanatory variables

like political stability, uncertainty, and general economic conditions should have signi�cant ef-

fects on investment levels, as well. In this paper, we want to go a step further than Alesina et

al. (2005) und investigate the e¤ects of economic liberalization and regulation on telecommuni-

cations investment from an aggregate perspective in more detail. In addition to the regulatory

variables we take into account factors like political stability and the general economic conditions

observed in each country to explain telecommunications investments. Our sample consists of

30 OECD countries for the time period from 1990 to 2003.

The remainder of the chapter is organized as follows. Section 3.2 presents some theoretical

considerations on the determinants of investments in telecommunications industries, which

provide possible hypotheses for our empirical analysis. Section 3.3 discusses related literature.
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In the �rst and the second part of the following chapter 3.4 we discuss the data used and the

econometric methodology applied. The third part of section 3.4 presents the empirical results.

Section �ve concludes.

3.2 Determinants of Investments: The Theoretical Perspective

Liberalization and the corresponding re-regulation, for instance access regulation, should foster

competition and entry in telecommunications markets.1 We are interested in the e¤ects of entry

and increasing competition on investment spending. Unfortunately, the theoretical literature

on this topic does not provide unambigous results. One view is that more intense competition

decreases the �rm�s mark ups and, as a consequence, �rms invest more to gain competitive

advantages (Alesina et al., 2005). However this argument is far from being undisputed. Instead

a decrease in mark ups can shorten the availability of internal funds and as a result cost of

capital will rise. The �rm�s investment will fall as well, as a reaction on the increasing costs

of investing. Some studies also �nd relationships in form of an inverted U, but one has to

note that they investigate the relationship between competition and innovation (Aghion et al.,

2005). The result that increasing competition leads to decreasing investment is also a familiar

result in standard Industrial Organization models (Aghion and Gri¢ th, 2005; Martin, 2002). A

large part of the empirical literature on the relationship of competition and investments �nds a

negative relationship, which can be a �rst indicator for our own analysis (Aghion and Gri¢ th,

2005).

Another determinant of investment is the type of ownership. Until the late 1990s most

telecommunications companies in Europe were state owned monopolists. Following the begin-

ning process of liberalization, most former state owned monopolists were privatized or at least

partly privatized. The crucial question is whether privatization facilitates investment or not.

To answer this question from a theoretical point of view, we have to distinguish between cost

decreasing and quality increasing investments. Since pro�t maximization is a privat �rm�s main

objective, is has strong incentives to invest in cost decreasing activities. These incentives should

be stronger than a public �rm�s incentives because public companies usually face soft budget

1For a survey on the relationship between regulation and investment see Guthrie (2006).
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constraints and not have a clear pro�t maximizing objective. Instead, they are characterized

by a multitude of diverging targets and, as a consequence, e¢ cient cost management is often

not present in public �rms (Hart, Shleifer, and Vishny, 1999). However on the other hand

private companies often have inadequate incentives to invest in quality enhancing activities.

Hart, Shleifer and Vishny (1999) also show that public companies have insu¢ cient incentives to

undertake quality enhancing investments, as well. For our purpose we can note as a hypothesis

for our empirical analysis, that public ownership should decrease investment activities.

The e¤ects of general economic conditions and political stability on investments are much

clearer. Good general economic conditions will stimulate investment and stable political con-

ditions are preconditions for any private investment (Drazen, 2000: 482). The relationship

between demand uncertainty and investment is one reason for long-lasting debates between

economists. Often there is no agreement about the e¤ect of uncertainty on the level of invest-

ment (Caballero, 1991, Lensink, 2002, see also Caballero (1999) for a survey on the macro-

economic investment literature.). One part of the literature emphasizes that uncertainty has

positive e¤ects on investment because higher uncertainty causes higher marginal productivity

of capital (Sarkar, 2000, Lensink, 2002). Hartman (1972) and Abel (1983) show that increas-

ing uncertainty has positive or non-negative e¤ects on investment under perfect competition.

The development of investment under uncertainty theory which explicitly takes account of ir-

reversibilities in investments provides di¤erent theoretical hypotheses on the investment uncer-

tainty relationship (Abel, 1985, Abel et al. 1996, Dixit and Pindyck, 1991). In a large number

of papers an increase in uncertainty results in a lower investment level (Bertola, 1988, Pindyck,

1988, Caballero, 1991). In monopolistic and stochastic settings an increase in uncertainty over

the evolution of demand reduces investment over the so called irreversibility e¤ect.2 The argu-

ment is based on the value of an investment opportunity. Uncertainty increases the value of the

option to wait, because one has the opportunity to receive new information. As a consequence

the decision to invest will be delayed. As a result irreversible investment entails an opportunity

cost increasing with uncertainty. Another strand of the investment under uncertainty literature

highlights the e¤ects of market structure on the uncertainty investment relationship.3 They

2See e.g. Bernanke (1983), McDonald/Siegel (1986), Bertola (1988) and Pindyck (1988).
3Caballero (1991) and Abel/Eberly (1994), (1996) and (1997) are examples for this branch of literature.
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show that a positive or at least non-negative uncertainty-investment-relationship can only exist

under perfect competition.

The following table provides an overview over the expected relationships between investment

and its determinants:

Table 1: Determinants of Investment

Determinants of Investment

variable expected sign

entry, market structure +/-

public ownership -

good general economic conditions +

stable political conditions +

uncertainty +/-

These theoretical hypotheses will form the basis for our empirical analysis. The next section

provides an overview of some results from the related empirical literature

3.3 Related Literature

Table 2 shows the related literature discussed in this section. We distinguish between studies

on the aggregate or industry level and the individual or �rm level.
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Table 2: Related Literature

Paper Determinants

Aggregate/Industry Level

Alesina et al. (2005) competition, privatization

Andonova and Diaz-Serrano (2007) political institutions

Li and Xu (2004) privatization, competition

Individual/Firm Level

Chang, Koski, and Majumdar (2003) competition

Floyd and Gabel (2003) competition

Gabel and Huang (2003) competition

Gentzoglanis (2002) privatization

Greenstein, McMaster, and Spiller (1995) competition

Woroch (2000) competition

There are a few empirical papers on the relationship between regulation and investment

in telecommunications markets on an aggregate level. Alesina et al. (2005) is closest to our

approach. They analyze a data set consisting of 21 OECD countries for the period from 1975

to 1998 on the industry level in the telecommunications, gas, and railroad sectors as well as the

road freight industry. Their main result is the existence of a large negative e¤ect of tight product

market regulation on investment. Furthermore, they �nd positive e¤ects of entry liberalization

and privatization on investment. Li and Xu (2004) investigate the e¤ects of privatization and

competition on an aggregate level using a dataset of 177 countries from 1990 to 2001. They �nd

strong evidence that full privatization has positive e¤ects on penetration rates and productivity

in telecommunications markets, which is also an indicator for increasing investment. However

they also note that partial privatization has only very small e¤ects on penetration rates and

productivity. Increasing competitive pressure has positive e¤ects on sector growth and pro-

ductivity and can therefore be interpreted as a suitable policy for telecommunications sectors.

Andonova and Diaz-Serrano (2007) estimate the e¤ects of political institutions on the di¤usion

of telecommunications technologies in �xed and mobile telecommunications using a sample of

214 countries for the time period from 1990 to 2004. They �nd empirical evidence that well

developed political institutions have a statistically signi�cant positive e¤ect on the di¤usion of
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telecommunications technologies. Additionally, the authors �nd much stronger e¤ects in �xed

line telecommunications than in mobile communications markets.

The majority of empirical investigations uses �rm level data. Because of the di¤erent focus

not every variable is relevant for our purposes, but some interesting results should be discussed.

Greenstein, McMaster and Spiller (1995) analyze investment incentives of Local Exchange Car-

riers. They apply data for 101 Local Exchange Carriers from 1986 to 1991 for all U.S. states.

The authors �nd a weak negative impact of increasing competition on investment. Woroch

(2000) investigates the e¤ects of competition on infrastructure investments in 128 U.S. cities

from 1983 to 1992. The most interesting �nding is the fact that he investigates two di¤erent

e¤ects of competition. Increasing competition as a result of market entry stimulates the in-

cumbent�s investment incentives. Additionaly the entrants� investment incentives depend on

the incumbent�s further investment. The reason for this investigation is the open access prin-

ciple. The incumbent is required to provide access to his network to access seeking entrants.

Of course, the entrants� entry decision depends on the quality of the network and as a con-

sequence of the incumbent�s past investment, because it is much easier for small entrants to

provide high quality services or to build own parts of a network if the existing network is of

high quality and technically up to date. Gentzoglanis (2002) investigates the relationship be-

tween privatization and investment incentives in nine African countries from 1997 to 2001. He

estimates a statistical signi�cant positive e¤ect of privatization on the incumbent�s investment.

Chang, Koski, and Majumdar (2003) use data for 41 U.S. Local Exchange Carriers for the time

period from 1994 to 1998. They �nd that while competitive pressure has positive e¤ects on

investments in digitalization of networks, the e¤ect of increasing competition on investment

in �bre-technologies is negative. Using cross section data for U.S. local telecommunications

companies Floyd and Gabel (2003) �nd that the probability of investing in innovative technolo-

gies is higher on markets with intensive competition. Gabel und Huang (2003) provide similar

evidence.

To summarize the e¤ect of competition on investment is still an open question because

empirical studies do not provide unambigous results. Unfortunately, the other theoretical hy-

potheses are mostly not included in the studies discussed above. The next section consists of

three parts. The �rst describes our data, the second introduces our econometric strategy, and
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the third discusses our empirical results.

3.4 Empirical Analysis

3.4.1 Data

Our data consists of investment levels for 30 OECD countries for the time period from 1990

to 2003. An overview of the countries in our dataset is provided in table A1 in the appendix.

The main datasource is the ITU World Telecommunication Indicators Database. Additional

data is taken from the OECD International Regulation Database, the OECD Main Economic

Indicators, and by the Polity IV Database. Table 3 gives some descriptive statistics on our

data.

Table 3: Descriptive Statistics

Variable Obs Mean Std. Dev. Min Max

democ 375 9.5547 1.1864 2 10

durable 375 54.5307 47.7851 0 194

entry 364 2.4808 2.6685 0 6

gdppercap 412 19640 11209.66 1547.149 59626.46

invpercap 399 122.3611 75.4995 2.8468 568.6959

listd 305 6.1636 31.4973 0.2 369.6726

livar 305 1026.816 10327.91 0.04 136657.8

ms 364 4.4753 1.4717 0.05 6

pubown 384 3.4888 2.4012 0 6

stvaltraded 401 0.3942 0.5123 0.0004 3.2630

Democ is a measure of institutionalized democracy and consists of three components. The

�rst is the presence of institutions through which citizens can express their preferences, for

example elections. Furthermore, institutionalized constraints on the exercise of power by the

executive are contained in the indicator. Third the amount of guarantee of civil liberties to

all citizens is measured. The democ indicator is on an additive eleven point scale (0-10). The

variable durable is a measure of regime durability expressed as the number of years between the
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most recent change in Government (A change requires a 3 point change in the database�s polity

variable.) or the end of a transition period de�ned by the lack of stable political institutions

(Marshall and Jaggers, 2005).

Entry, ms, and pubown are obtained from the OECD Regulatory Indicators Database. Entry

is an indicator taking the value 0, when entry is completely free, which is de�ned as a situation

with three or more competitors and complete ownership separation of essential facilities and

potential competitive segments of the sector. If entry is severly restricted entry takes a value

of 6. The value of 6 implies existence of a legal monopoly and full vertical integration in the

telecommunications sector. Market structure is the corresponding indicator of market shares,

taking also values from 0 to 6, where 6 stands for the monopoly case. It is calculated as follows:

6 multiplied with the di¤erence between 1 and the entrants�market shares. Pubown is an

indicator for public ownership. It takes a value of 0, when there is no public ownership and 6

for the case of full public ownership.

Gdppercap is the Gross Domestic Product per capita obtained from the ITUWorld Telecom-

munication Indicators Database. Invpercap represents the investment in the telecommunica-

tions sector per capita and is also obtained from the ITU database. In addition we want to

estimate the e¤ects of uncertainty on investment in telecommunications markets, but demand

uncertainty would not be an adequate measure for our purposes, because demand in telecom-

munications markets is rising countinously in the last years. This should not mean that there

is no uncertainty in telecommunications markets, but prediction of future demand is quite easy

compared to other markets. As a consequence, we are using the following variables as prox-

ies for uncertainty: Listd and livar are the standard deviation and the variance of the OECD

leading economic indicator. OECD leading indicators are constructed to predict cycles in a ref-

erence series chosen as a proxy for the aggregate economy. The reference series is the index of

industrial production, because of its availability and it is one of the most cyclical subsets of the

aggregate economy (OECD, 2005). This variable should capture the uncertainty of the general

economic conditions and its e¤ects on the investment decisions. An increase in these variables

stands for higher changes in the measurement of the business cycle and for more uncertainty of

the future environment of the company (e.g. price development, competition). An additional

measure of uncertainty is the ratio of total shares traded on the stock market exchange to GDP,
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stvaltraded, obtained from Standard & Poor�s emerging markets database. Under good eco-

nomic conditions this ratio is high and should have signi�cant positive e¤ects on investments in

telecommunications markets. This measure can also be interpreted as an indicator of �nancial

market development. The next section introduces our econometric strategy.

3.4.2 Estimation Strategy

First we have to note that some of our variables are aggregate time series, which typically

follow a trend and as a consequence such time series are often non-stationary (Hamilton, 1994).

Figure 1 shows the telecommunications investment for Germany from 1990 to 2003.

Figure 2: Telecommunications investment in Germany from 1990 to 2003 in US $
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It is obviously following a downward sloping time trend. One has to care about the exis-

tence of non-stationarities because running regressions on non-stationary data can give rise to

misleading or spurious regressions, especially spurious values of R2 and tests of signi�cance.

As a result one could erroneously conclude that a meaningful relationship exists among the

regression variables. However non-stationary variables have an in�nite variance, and inference

using Ordinary Least Squares (OLS) is invalid (Kennedy, 2003).
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As a consequence, we should test whether our aggregate time series are non-stationary.

In order to prevent spurious regressions we �rst apply panel unit root tests for the relevant

variables using the nonparametric approach suggested by Maddala and Wu (1999).

Our regression equation takes the following form:

invpercapi;t = �+ �1invpercapi;t�1 + �2X
0
i;t + �i + �t + �i;t.

To capture persistence of investment a lagged dependent variable,

invpercapi;t�1, is included. It would be possible to include further lags of the dependent vari-

able, but comparable studies show that the main results usually do not depend on the number

of higher lags included in the regression (see Alesina et al, 2005). The following term X 0
i;t

includes additional explanatory variables. Furthermore, we include unit e¤ects �i to control

for unobserved heterogeneity between countries. We also include a time trend �t to control for

unobserved changes in our variables over time. The time trend can be interpreted as a constant

upgrade in the service quality, the increase in the availability of services, and the enhanced

network performance as well as decreasing prices (see Grzybowski, 2005). Additionally, the �i;t

are iid. error terms. As a result of our speci�cation we have to estimate a dynamic panel model

that allows past realizations of the dependent variable to a¤ect its current level. To estimate

this equation the dynamic instrumental variable GMM estimator of Arellano and Bond (1991)

is applied4.

Arellano and Bond (1991) suggest to estimate the regression equation after taking a �rst

di¤erence transformation, which leads to the following equation:

�invpercapi;t = �1�invpercapi;t�1 + �2�X
0
i;t +��t +��i;t.

This equation can be consistently estimated using the GMM-approach developped by Arel-

lano and Bond (1991). Applying this estimator has two substantial advantages. Firstly, a

conventional estimation of our equation would be plagued by serious endogeneity problems re-

sulting from including a lagged value of the dependent variable. Ignoring endogeneity would

lead to biased estimation results (Hsiao, 2003). The Arellano-Bond estimator resolves the en-

dogeneity problem by using additional lags as instruments (Cameron and Trivedi, 2005). It is

4For a detailled discussion of the properties of this estimator see Arellano (2003).
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also assumed that there is no second order autocorrelation in the �rst-di¤erenced idiosyncratic

errors, because the estimator is not consistent if such a scenario holds. Because of this possible

problems, Arellano and Bond have derived an adequate test of autocorrelation. Additionally,

a Sargan test of overidentifying restrictions on the number of instruments can be applied. The

second advantage is that the Arellano-Bond estimator estimates �rst-di¤erenced versions of our

equation. As a consequence this procedure eliminates the non-stationarity of the investment

and GDP per capita series, because after di¤erencing we obtain a stationary time series. It is a

common result that the nature of economic time series is such that non-stationarity can often

be removed by di¤erencing and especially �rst di¤erences (Kennedy, 2003). Additionaly we are

using lagged levels of dependend variables dated t� 2 and t� 3 as instruments for our lagged

dependend variable.

3.4.3 Results

Testing for Non-Stationarity

To prevent the possibility of spurious regressions we �rst apply panel unit root tests for the

relevant variables. For our purposes the test procedure suggested by Maddala and Wu (1999)

is appropriate, because it does not require a balanced panel. Maddala and Wu suggest to use

a test statistic by Fisher (1932). The p-values of a single unit root test (�) from each cross

sectional unit i = 1; :::; N are used to calculate the test statistic p� = �2
X

ln(�i) � �22N

(see also Dewenter and Haucap, 2008). The relevant variables are the GDP per capita, the

telecommunications investment per capita, the standard deviation and the variance of the

OECD leading indicator and the ratio of total shares traded on the stock market exchange to

GDP. Table 4 gives the results of the tests.
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Table 4: Maddala-Wu unit root tests

Variable Test Statistic

gdppdercap �20:001;60 = 37:9718

invpercap �20:001;60 = 73:7577

listd �20:001;44 = 162:8860

livar �20:001;44 = 164:2956

stvaltraded �20:001;60 = 37:9718

For gdppercap and invpercap and stvaltraded we cannot reject the null hypothesis of a unit

root. For listd and livar we can easily reject the null hypothesis. We repeat the unit root

tests for the �rst di¤erenced time series of gdppercap and invpercap and stvaltraded to test

whether these series are stationary because �rst di¤erences of non-stationary variables are often

stationary time series. The results of our tests are reported in table 5.

Table 5: Maddala-Wu unit root tests for �rst di¤erenced series

Variable Test Statistic

di¤gdppercap �20:001;60 = 121:6984

di¢ nvpercap �20:001;60 = 287:7114

di¤stvaltraded �20:001;60 = 246:2884

The test statistics show that all three variables form stationary time series in their �rst

di¤erences . As described above the Arellano Bond estimator estimates our equation in �rst

di¤erences. First di¤erenced non-stationary variables are regularly stationary again, which is

supported by our non-stationarity tests. We can note that the Arellano Bond procedure solves

our non-stationarity problem.

Estimation Results

Table 6 provides the results of our empirical analysis. In addition to the Arellano-Bond estimates

we applied also simple panel �xed and random e¤ects models to obtain a �rst overview of the

data characteristics.
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Table 6: Estimation results5

Arellano Bond

invpercap

invpercap�1 0.6641***

(0.1522)

ms 67.6385**

(30.8916)

ms2 -9.2347***

(4.1909)

gdppercap 0.0038****

(0.0015)

democ 8.3686**

(3.9085)

stvaltraded 48.6966***

(14.4904)

durablehigh 126.4999***

(21.3652)

time -8.0801***

(3.4159)

cons -

AR(2) Test

-0.71

Prob. for AR(2) Test (0.4759)

Sargan Test6 19.90

Prob. for Sargan Test (0.5896)

Observations 247

5Heteroscedasticity and serial correlation robust standard errors in parenthesis. ***, **, *: Statistically
signi�cant on the 1%-, 5%- or 10% level.

6Obtained by the Arellano-Bond two-step estimator. The estimation results con�rm the results of the one
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Before applying the Arellano-Bond estimator we estimated standard panel �xed e¤ects

models which indicate, although necessarily biased, nearly the same results as the Arellano-

Bond estimation, which is an indicator for the robustness of our results. The Hausman test

cannot reject the random e¤ects model, so we estimated random e¤ects models as well. Note

that the results of the random e¤ects estimation do not di¤er signi�cantly from the �xed e¤ects

estimation. Because of the potential bias in our �xed and random e¤ects estimations, we do

not report the results. Multicollinearity does not seem not to be a substantial problem in our

regressions, as the pairwise correlations between our explanatory variables are not unusually

high. Table A3 in the appendix reports the pairwise correlations between our explanatory

variables. The AR (2) test rejects the existence of second order serial correlation. Furthermore,

the Sargan test indicates the validity of our speci�cation.

The statistically signi�cant lagged investment variable is an indicator for the well known re-

sult that investment persists over time. Additionaly, we �nd strong evidence that well designed

stable political environments are supportive for high levels of investment in telecommunications,

which can be seen from the statistically positive impact of democ on the per capita investment

in telecommunications sectors. Furthermore, good general economic conditions, measured as

the GDP per capita are also signi�cantly correlated with investment in telecommunications

markets. One can argue that this variable possibly su¤ers of endogeneity, but telecommunica-

tions investment is only a fraction of the aggregate investment in an economy. So it is much

more likely that the aggregate investment level could cause endogeneity problems. In the case

of telecommunications investment possible endogeneity problems should not be very strong.

In order to analyze the relationship between competition and investment in telecommunica-

tions markets we have tested several speci�cations. We �nd strong statistical evidence that the

relationship between competition and investment has an inverted U-relationship. The inverted-

U-relationship is a well-known result in empirical innovation research. Usually, the theory of

industrial organization suggests that innovation should decline with intensifying competition

(Arrow, 1962, Gilbert and Newberry, 1982, Reinganum, 1983), but empirical evidence shows

an increase with competition (Geroski, 1995, Nickel, 1996, Blundell, Gri¢ th, and Van Reenen,

1999). Additionally, there are some empirical papers which �nd a di¤erent kind of relationship.

step estimator and are shown in table A4 in the appendix.
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Scherer (1967) and Aghion et al. (2005) �nd inverted U-relationships between competition and

innovation. Even though we do not measure innovation, the empirical literature has shown

that there is a strong connection between innovation and investment. As a result, an analysis

of investment may be informative for innovation, as well (see Lee and Wilde, 1980: 429). One

has to note that our market structure variables may su¤er endogeneity problems and we do

not want to interpret the estimated coe¢ cients as causal e¤ects, but as correlations. Most

empirical studies on investment in telecommunications literature treat market structure vari-

ables as exogenous and do not discuss resulting problems.7 Furthermore, we have removed

entry from our regression because correlation between ms and entry is too strong to estimate

these e¤ects separately, but the entry e¤ect also seems to be well represented by the market

structure indicator. We do not �nd any signi�cant impact of public ownership on investment.

One possible explanation is that public ownership has decreased fastly in the last 15 years. As

a result, measurement of this e¤ect may eventually not be possible any more. Additionally, the

reduced e¤ect of public ownership is contained in ms, which prevents measurement of public

ownership e¤ects in an additional variable.8

Furthermore, we �nd the expected e¤ect of uncertainty on investments, because the coef-

�cient of stvaltraded is positive and highly statistically signi�cant.9 A high ratio of turnover

at the stock market to GDP can be interpreted as an indicator for high liquidity in the mar-

kets and as a result uncertainty is reduced. Under deteriorating economic conditions, market

liquidity would be low and the turnover to GDP ratio would decrease. However there is also

another interpretation of this indicator, because a high ratio of turnover at stock markets to

GDP describes how well capital markets are developed in a country. Well developed capital

markets facilitate easier access to capital for investment projects. As a result, an increase in the

indicator stvaltraded will foster investment in telecommunications markets, as well. We do not

�nd any statistically signi�cant e¤ects of our leading indicator variables listd and livar on per

capita investments in telecommunications industries. An additional �nding is the positive e¤ect

of durability of political regimes on investments. The variable durablehigh is created from our

7As an example see the seminal paper of Greenstein, McMaster, and Spiller (1995).
8We removed the public ownership indicator from our regression equation, because of these arguments
9This is a general result of the empirical literature. Uncertainty has negative e¤ects on investment and is

signi�cant (see Carruth et al. (2000) or Greasley and Madsen (2006)).
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indicator durable and equals unity if durable exceeds 150. This �nding also has the expected

sign, because stable political conditions reduce uncertainty for �rms and stimulate investment.

3.5 Conclusions

Telecommunications infrastructure is one of the main drivers of economic growth. As a con-

sequence a thorough understanding of the determinants of investment in telecommunications

infrastructure is required to provide adequate policy recommendations. We �nd evidence that

not only deregulation, measured as increasing competition, has signi�cant impact on investment

in telecommunications markets. The relationship between concentration and investments takes

an inverted U-form, which implies that investment increases, when concentration decreases un-

til a given point. As a consequence access holidays may be an appropriate policy to increase

investments in telecommunications markets. However, this question has to be studied further

using �rm level data, as access holidays will have positive e¤ects on the incumbent�s invest-

ments while the e¤ects on the investments of competitors is unclear. Furthermore, it is very

important to verify the position a telecommunications market takes on the inverted U-form to

derive adequate policy recommendation (see Kocsis and de Bijl, 2007). Additionally, general

political conditions are very important to stimulate telecommunications investments. One could

argue that a study on the aggregate level can not identify the drivers of investment in telecom-

munications markets in detail, because a carefull investigation of �rm level data is required.

Despite the heterogeneity of companies in the telecommunications markets some variables like

general political conditions should have nearly similar e¤ects on every �rm. Furthermore, an

investigation of the determinants of aggregate telecommunications investment is of major im-

portance as one can not derive results for the aggregate level only by aggregation of results from

studies on the individual level alone. As a result, empirical studies on the aggregate and the

individual level are complements and not substitutes and deliver supplementary results. For

future research and especially for policy recommendations on appropriate regulatory actions

further studies on the �rm level are required to give detailed impressions of the determinants

of �rm level investment in telecommunications markets.

The estimated relationship between competition and investment is a �rst sign of a possible
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appropriateness of access holidays. But possibly this e¤ect can only be better observed on the

�rm level, which is usually done in empirical studies of the investment-competition relationship

in telecommunications markets. Consequently, regulators have to think about policies to stim-

ulate investments in telecommunications markets. As the actual VDSL debate in Germany or

in other words the application of access holidays shows, the German regulatory authority takes

the low levels of per capita investment in telecommunications infrastructure seriously and tries

to �nd an adequate regulatory design to stimulate investment.
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3.6 Appendix

Table A1: Countries in the Sample

Country

Australia Korea

Austria Luxembourg

Belgium Mexico

Canada Netherlands

Czech Republic New Zealand

Denmark Norway

Finland Poland

France Portugal

Germany Slovak Republic

Greece Spain

Hungary Sweden

Iceland Switzerland

Ireland Turkey

Italy United Kingdom

Japan United States
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Table A2: Description of Variables:

Variable Description

democ Measure of institutional democrazy, additive

eleven point scale (0-10),

existence of: elections, checks and balances,

guarantees of civil liberties

durable Measure of regime durability, number of years

since the most recent regime change

entry 0: entry is completely free, 6: restricted

monopoly

gdppercap Gross Domestic Product per Capita in PPP

invpercap Investment in Telecommunications per Capita

in PPP

listd Standard deviation of the OECD leading indica-

tor to predict cycles in the aggregate economy

livar Variance of the OECD leading indicator to pre-

dict cycles in the aggregate economy

ms Measure of market shares: 0: strong competi-

tion, 6: monopoly,

ms = 6(1�market sharecompetitors)

pubown Indicator for public ownership: 0: no public

ownership, 6: full public ownership

stvaltraded Ratio of total shares traded on the stock market

exchange to GDP
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Table A3: Pairwise Correlations between explanatory Variables

ms ms2 gdppercap democ stvaltraded durablehigh

ms 1.0000

ms2 0.9855 1.0000

gdppercap -0.1900 -0.1512 1.0000

democ -0.0947 -0.0808 0.4259 1.0000

stvaltraded -0.5088 -0.4748 0.2439 0.1595 1.0000

durablehigh -0.2084 -0.1661 0.4470 0.0790 0.1777 1.0000
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Table A4: Two-step Arellano-Bond-Estimations

Arellano Bond

invpercap

invpercap�1 0.6647***

(0.0535)

ms 95.0493**

(32.6786)

ms2 -12.6340***

(3.9247)

gdppercap 0.0038****

(0.0002)

democ 39.6877**

(37.4838)

stvaltraded 56.0085***

(10.8988)

durablehigh 134.6782***

(20.8172)

time -9.2608***

(1.2926)

cons -

AR(2) Test

-0.63

Prob. for AR(2) Test (0.5259)

Sargan Test 19.90

Prob. for Sargan Test (0.5896)

Observations 247
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Chapter 4

Competition in the German Mobile

Telecommunications Market: An

Empirical Analysis of First Mover

Advantages and Collusive Behaviour

4.1 Introduction

In March 2008 the German cartel o¢ ce has started an investigation against T-Mobile and

Vodafone, the largest network operators on the German mobile telecommunications market,

following a complaint by E-Plus which argues that T-Mobile and Vodafone engaged in collusive

behaviour with the goal of joint market dominance. The complaint is mainly based on three

aspects:

1. T-Mobile and Vodafone are alleged to have agreed on o¤-net/on-net price-di¤erentials to

take advantage of their larger network sizes compared to their competitors.

2. The two �rms have allegedly announced new tari¤s simultaneously or in a timely manner.

3. The two �rms allegedly did not respond to competitive behaviour of their smaller com-

petitors, but kept prices at a high level.
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The aim of this paper is twofold. First, we analyze whether there is evidence of collusive

behaviour in the German mobile telecommunications market. Second, we discuss and test for

the existence of First Mover Advantages (FMA), because FMA are a main source of market

dominance and can be observed in most telecommunications markets.

The mobile telecommunications industry is one of the most dynamic industries in the world.

It is characterized by very fast market growth and rapid technological change (Hausman, 2002).

During the 1990s subscriber bases increased by an annual rate of 50 percent worldwide (Gruber,

2008). Compared to �xed line telecommunications competition in mobile telecommunications

was quite strong from the very beginning, and regulation is still the exception in contrast to

�xed line telecommunications markets (Kruse, 2004). The development of competition in mobile

telecommunications markets in 30 OECD countries is summarized in the following table.
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Table 1: Competition of Mobile Phone Networks in 30 OECD Countries

Year Monopoly Duopoly Triopoly Four or more competitors

1989 24 6 0 0

1990 23 7 0 0

1991 23 7 0 0

1992 18 11 1 0

1993 15 12 3 0

1994 11 14 4 1

1995 11 13 4 2

1996 6 16 5 3

1997 3 18 4 5

1998 0 14 8 8

1999 0 9 13 8

2000 0 5 15 10

2001 0 4 14 12

2002 0 4 10 16

2003 0 4 12 14

2004 0 4 13 13

Source: OECD (2005): Communications Outlook.

The average number of network operators over the 30 OECD member countries provide

�rst evidence that competition in mobile telecommunications markets has increased early after

the establishment of mobile telephony in most countries. Since the mid 1990s monopolists only

existed in less than half of the OECD countries. In comparison to �xed-line telecommunications

markets the degree of competition is extremely high.

Despite these facts most �rms which entered the market early had signi�cant �rst mover ad-

vantages. Such companies, mostly established by former �xed line monopolists, often received

the �rst license to operate a mobile network. The �rst movers had the chance to create networks

with large customer bases to take advantage of strong network e¤ects. Hence, competitive ad-

vantages resulted vis-a-vis �rms which entered markets later. In the last years competition
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in mobile telecommunications increased and the market shares of the leaders decreased con-

tinuously. The interesting question is for how long market leadership in an industry persists.

The question of the persistence of leadership is one that attracted very much attention in the

industrial organization literature for a long time. Sutton (2007) has identi�ed two rival views

with respect to this question. The �rst one is that leadership persists for a long time. This

view is especially represented by Chandler (1990). The other view argues that leadership in a

market is transient, this perspective is often called Schumpeterian. An example of this position

is the leapfrogging model developed by Fisher, McGowan, and Greenwood (1983).1

Analyzing competition in the German mobile telecommunications market is also interesting,

because the German Federal Cartel O¢ ce started an inquiry against T-Mobile and Vodafone in

spring 2008. E-Plus argues that T-Mobile and Vodafone conducted collusive practices for several

years. We shed some light on the nature of competition in the German telecommunications

market and want to test whether there is some indication of collusive behaviour.

In this paper we analyze competition in the German mobile telecommunications market

in several steps. In order to obtain a �rst impression of the dynamics of the German mo-

bile communications market we examine whether concentration, measured by the Her�ndahl-

Hirschman-Index (HHI) for the four largest German mobile telecommunications companies T-

Mobile, Vodafone, E-Plus, and O2, is stationary or non-stationary. The main idea behind this

strategy is the following: If market shares are mean reverting we have some indication that the

�rms�actions have no long-term e¤ects and there is little competition from alternative service

providers.2 In contrast, if the HHI or market shares are non-stationary the companies�actions

have long run e¤ects on their competitors and concentration is changing over time, which leads

to new equilibria on the German mobile communications market. In other words the HHI for

the German mobile telecommunications market is decreasing over time, which suggests that

competition is increasing. This would provide some evidence for competitive pressure in mobile

communications in Germany and would contradict to the argument of collusive behaviour.

In a second step we estimate a Vector-Autoregressive-Model (VAR) consisting of the sub-

scriber series of the four largest German mobile communications companies using monthly data

1For a careful discussion of the di¤erent positions see Sutton (2007).
2For an example of the application of unit root tests to analyze the dynamics of an industry see Giannetti

(2008).
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from January 1990 to March 2008. We �nd that the series of T-Mobile, Vodafone, and E-

Plus cause each other in the sense of Granger (1969). We interpret our results as an indicator

that T-Mobile lost its leading position and we actually have an oligopolistic, but competitive

market. Additionally, we extend our analysis to the long run relationships of our variables

testing Granger-causality within a Vector-Error-Correction (VECM) framework. This analysis

con�rms the results obtained from the short run analysis and �nds Granger-causality between

all subscriber series. Our results do not only con�rm that T-Mobile lost its FMA, but suggest

that there is no collusive behaviour in the German mobile communications market.

The remainder of the chapter is organized as follows. Section two brie�y describes the

German mobile telecomunications market and gives a short overview of empirical evidence on

competition in mobile telecommunications. We discuss factors driving collusive agreements and

sources of FMA in section 3. Section 4 describes our data and the empirical strategy in detail,

and it also discusses our results. Section 5 concludes.

4.2 The German Mobile Telecommunications Market

The German mobile telecommunications market is dominated by four competitors T-Mobile,

Vodafone, E-Plus, and O2. T-Mobile and Vodafone (formerly Mannesmann, see Curwen and

Whalley, 2004: 132 and Gerpott, 2005) are the large players in the market with market shares

of 34 and 37 per cent in 2008. E-Plus and O2 entered the market later and today have market

shares of 15 and 13 per cent. As a consequence the distribution of �rm sizes is highly asymmetric

in the German mobile communications market (see Kruse, 2004). The two companies which

entered the market early jointly hold about 70 per cent of the market whether the smaller

companies hold 28 per cent of the market. In Germany the second generation network, also

called GSM 900, followed the analog network provided by the state-owned monopolist Deutsche

Bundespost-Telekom in 1992. Licenses were granted to Deutsche Telekom Mobilnet (today T-

Mobile) and Mannesmann Mobilfunk (today Vodafone). The third competitor, E-Plus, received

its license in 1993 and started to operate a 1.800 MHz network in 1994. The last and until today

smallest competitor Viag Interkom (today O2) got its licence in 1997 and started to provide

network services in 1998. Additionally to these 1800 MHz licenses T-Mobile and Vodafone
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received 1800 MHz-licenses in 1999, too.

Third-generation mobile networks enable the transmission of data at much higher rates

to create the technical basis for multimedia applications. The German government auctioned

licenses for these 3G-networks in 2000 to six companies: T-Mobile, Vodafone, Auditorium,

Mobilcom Multimedia, Quam, and O2 (see Doganoglu and Grzybowski, 2007: 69). The intro-

duction of 3G-network services in Germany was expected in the period from 2002-2005, but

until now the di¤usion of 3G handsets and services is still in its early stages. One license winner,

Quam, went bankrupt in 2002. The auctioning of licenses for 3G-networks did not change the

market structure in the German mobile telecommunications market signi�cantly.

Figure 1: Market Shares in the German Mobile Telecommunications Market (calculated on

subscriber base)
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A look at �gure 1 shows that the smaller competitors E-Plus and O2 gained signi�cant

market shares from the larger �rms in the last years, but the gap between the two market

leaders and their followers is still extensive. With regard to the argument of collusive behaviour

between T-Mobile and Vodafone one has to note that the mobile telecommunications market

in Germany is still growing and prices are falling. Additionally, T-Mobile and Vodafone are

loosing market shares to E-Plus and O2 which is a clear sign for workable competition in the
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market. Such a dynamic environment is not the ideal starting point for collusive practices.

The following �gure shows the development of prices for mobile telecommunications services in

Germany in comparison to prices for �xed line services. It can easily be seen that prices for

mobile services fell even more drastic than prices for �xed line services.

Figure 2: Development of Prices in the German Mobile Telephone Market
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As a result competition seems to be stronger in less regulated mobile telecommunications

markets than on �xed line telecommunications markets, which con�rms the argument of strong

competition on the German mobile telecommunications market. As a �rst result collusion

between the two large network operators seems not very likely, because there is no evidence

for market outcomes biased by a well working cartel or collusive behaviour. However, a purely

descriptive analysis is not su¢ cient to �nd an answer to the question whether there is a leader

in the German mobile communications market. In the following section we discuss the causes

of FMA and factors driving collusion in telecommunications markets.
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4.3 FMA and Collusive Behaviour: Some Theoretical Founda-

tions

4.3.1 Causes and E¤ects of FMA

FMA can arise if a company is able to enter the market before potential competitors can do so.

Such a situation provides pro�ts above normal levels to the �rst mover, who is able to receive

more than its cost of capital (Mueller, 1987 and Lieberman and Montgomery, 1988). However

one should note that the possibility of early entry does not automatically cause FMA. In some

situations entry as a second mover can be preferable because the second mover is able to avoid

the �rst mover�s mistakes or can adopt an established technology (Lieberman and Montgomery,

1988). Nevertheless, early entry usually provides the �rst mover with some advantages which

do last not only in the short term, but also for a longer period (Dewenter, 2007). From a

theoretical point of view a �rst mover can be characterized as a Stackelberg-leader dominating

the market. However, one should note that the standard static Stackelberg-model does not

perfectly �t such situations (see e.g. Martin, 2002 for a discussion of the standard model). If

the competitors are able to close the gap to the leader, the incumbent will loose its position

and the market converges to standard oligopolistic behaviour.

Usually FMA stem from the following important causes:

1. Cost advantages,

2. Product di¤erentiation and consumers�uncertainty,

3. Switching costs, and

4. Price-induced network e¤ects.

The �rst mover has cost advantages as he can create a large customer base and bene�ts from

substantial economies of scale. Furthermore, incumbents have access to advantagous spectrum

and the most cost e¢ cient places to install their transmitters (Dewenter, 2007). Product

di¤erentiation and customers�uncertainty are important aspects, since often the incumbent in

mobile telecommunications markets is also the long established incumbent in �xed line markets

with well known brand names which reduces customers�uncertainty, whereas new competitors
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have to create a new brand name and have to establish it via substantial marketing campaigns.

For customers there is also uncertainty with regard to the entrants network coverage and service

quality because it is unclear whether new competitors can deliver the same quality and service

as the incumbent can. These problems exist in German telecommunications markets as well

as in other countries worldwide. Today the competitors brand names are established and they

enjoy their own reputation for their network coverage and quality, even though some di¤erences

still remain. Another important point is that the incumbent usually obtains the high end users

which have high willingness to pay and the followers only obtain customers whose willingness

to pay is much lower. As a consequence the �rst mover is able to earn higher average revenues

per customer, which clearly is an advantage for the incumbent.

Switching costs are one of the most important factors fostering FMA. If the incumbent

has built a large customer base, he can be relatively sure that his customers do not switch

to competitors, as a result of FMA. Switching costs are lowered to some degree as a result

of mobile number portability, but the limited usage of number portability in Germany may

indicate that switching costs are still an important factor in the market. Another strong aspect

for FMA resulting from network economics is the existence of network e¤ects. Larger network

providers drive customer�s utility because there are more possibilities to use the mobile phone.

Using o¤-net/on-net price discrimination is an instrument to attract more customers. This is

especially interesting for incumbents with large networks. They o¤er on-net calls cheaper than

o¤-net calls to receive competitive advantages. In Germany the two large network operators

T-Mobile and Vodafone did not introduce o¤-net/on-net price discrimination �rst. Instead,

E-Plus introduced it shortly after launching its new network. So the established networks did

not use this instrument �rst and waited almost a year after the introduction by E-Plus to o¤er

comparable tari¤s. Furthermore, in the literature there is the so called calling-club argument,

which states that customers do not care about the absolute size of the network, instead they join

the network on which their family, friends or business partners have contracts (see Hoernig, 2007

and Gabrielsen and Vagstad, 2008). These arguments weaken the network e¤ects argument a

little bit and put the e¤ects of FMA into a di¤erent light.

In summary there is no doubt that there were substantial FMA in the German mobile

telecommunications market, but the market development over the last ten years clearly shows
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that Vodafone and in the last �ve years E-Plus and O2 were managed to close the gap to

T-Mobile and create large networks. As a result the discussion suggests that T-Mobile lost its

leading position and FMA do not play a signi�cant role in the market anymore.3

4.3.2 Factors Driving Collusion on Mobile Communications Markets

In this section we discuss potential factors driving collusion in mobile communications markets.

A natural starting point to analyze collusion or market power in telecommunications markets

is the wholesale market. The German regulatory authority has analyzed this market and con-

cluded that there is no joint market dominance of the large network operators at the wholesale

level. One important aspect of the investigation is the intransparancy of the wholesale market,

which makes collusive agreements di¢ cult to enforce (Bundesnetzagentur, 2007). Despite the

absence of joint market dominance at the wholesale level market power on the retail level is

possible under the existence of signi�cant switching costs. Switching costs deter consumers

from switching to another network operator and as a result collusive agreements are easier to

implement in practice. In Germany Mobile Number Portability (MNP) was introduced in order

to reduce consumers�switching costs, but as the evidence from the German market con�rms,

there are only a few numbers ported each year in comparison to the size of the market.4 As a

result, one has to conclude that signi�cant switching costs are still relevant in the German mo-

bile communications market. Additionally mobile communications markets are characterized

by high barriers to entry because of the existence of irreversible investments needed to create a

mobile communications network and limitations in the availability of spectrum, but the success

of Mobile Virtual Network Operators entering the market without own network capacity and

the absence of market power on the wholesale market con�rm decreasing barriers to entry. Fur-

thermore irreversible investment can also foster incentives for competitive behaviour to increase

network utilization (see Kruse, Haucap, and Dewenter, 2004: 67-68).

As discussed in the previous section the German mobile telecommunications market is still

highly concentrated whith a joint market share of nearly 70% for the large network operators

3See Dewenter and Haucap (2006) who estimate the rate of convergence in mobile telecommunications for
several European countries and �nd that in Germany there is a trend of convergence, which means that the
entrants are closing the gap vis-a-vis the incumbent.

4See Bühler and Haucap (2004) and Bühler, Dewenter, and Haucap (2006) for a discussion of the e¤ects of
MNP.
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T-Mobile and Vodafone.5 However, in the last few years E-Plus and O2 could increase their

market shares signi�cantly which is an indicator for increasing competitive pressure on the

market and evidence for the absence of working collusive agreements between Vodafone and

T-Mobile. Alternative operators as debitel also gained additional market shares. This observa-

tion is con�rmed by the analysis conducted by Dewenter and Haucap (2006) who �nd a trend

of convergence between the mobile operators in Germany and other European countries. Fur-

thermore, the German mobile communications market is still growing which leads to increasing

penetration rates.6 In growing markets collusive agreements are less likely than in less dynamic

markets, because in growing markets the chance of gaining additional revenues by competitive

behaviour is substantially higher than in markets without growth. Another indicator for the

competitiveness of the market is the tendency of falling call prices and connection charges as

well as subscription charges. Call prices in mobile communications markets in Germany have

fall more drastic than call prices in the �xed line sector. To sum up we can note that high mar-

ket concentration usually forsters collusive agreements, but increasing of competitive pressure

on the market contradicts this argument.

Collusive agreements are more likely if �rms are symmetric. As the brief analysis of the

German mobile telecommunications market in the previous section con�rmed, T-Mobile and

Vodafone have quite similar market shares. But there are other di¤erences between theses com-

petitors. T-Mobile belongs to Deutsche Telekom the former state-owned monopolist. Deutsche

Telekom is the largest German �xed-line network operator and the only provider in Germany

with a network covering the whole country. As a result T-Mobile�s business strategy always

needs to take into account possible e¤ects on the �xed-line division of Deutsche Telekom. Espe-

cially the introduction of �at rate tari¤s and Home Zones cannibalize returns in the �xed-line

sector.7 This argument shows that T-Mobile and Vodafone are also asymmetric companies and

the coordination of collusive agreements would not be an easy task.

After discussing market structure and market outcomes we now focus on the behaviour

of �rms and consumers on the German mobile telecommunications market. In the last few

5Concentration or few �rms in the market increase cartel stability (Porter, 1985).
6The penetration rate in mobile telecommunications in Germany actually exceeds 100 per cent.
7Home Zones are tari¤s which give consumers the opportunity to pay lower tari¤s for �xed-line calls when

using the mobile phone at home. As a result there is the possibility of substitution between �xed and mobile
phones and some consumers pass on having a �xed line phone in the future.
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years T-Mobile and Vodafone have been loosing market shares to E-Plus and O2 which does

not con�rm collusive behaviour. Another important aspect is the transparency of the market.

Generally information on tari¤s and handsets are available for costumers, but recent research

shows that costumers often are not able to �nd optimal tari¤s, because they overestimate their

level of usage which leads to phenomena like well known �at-rate-biase.8 Consumers�bounded

rationality decreases horizontal market transparancy and makes collusion more di¢ cult, because

it is unclear how to estimate the e¤ects of pricing strategies. Furthermore, E-Plus and O2

introduced pricing strategies as o¤-net/on-net price discrimination �rst on the German mobile

communications market. O¤-net/on-net price discrimination is not always the optimal choice

for large network operators, because customers often do not care about the network size, but

are more interested on which network their friends and families signed mobile phone contracts.9

The theoretical discussion shows that there are some factors driving the possibility of collu-

sion on the German mobile telecommunications markets as barriers to entry and switching costs,

but some arguments are contradicted by the market development in the last years. To gain more

insights into this question we conduct an empirical analysis to investigate whether we can �nd

evidence for FMA and evidence of collusive behaviour in the German mobile communications

market.

4.4 Empirical Analysis

4.4.1 Data

We use data from Mobile Communications an industry journal which provides monthly informa-

tion on European mobile telecommunications markets, the ITU Telecommunications Indicators

Database, and the Informa database which contains additional information on mobile operators

worldwide. To create a large dataset we use monthly information on the Her�ndahl-Hirshman-

Index from 1990 on. To estimate the VAR- and VECM-models, we have to restrict the time

horizon to the period from 1998 to March 2008, because in 1998 O2 (formerly Viag-Interkom)

8The existence of the so called �at-rate-bias is well established in the empirical literature. See e.g. Train,
McFadden and Ben-Akiva (1987), Train, Ben-Akiva, and Atherton (1989), Mitchell and Vogelsang (1991), Kridel,
Lehman, and Weisman (1993), and Lambrecht and Skiera (2006).

9This �nding is called the calling-club argument. Hoernig (2007) and Gabrielsen and Vagstad (2008) analyzed
calling clubs theoretically and Birke and Swann (2006) �nd �rst empirical evidence for the calling club argument.
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entered the market as the last of the four large network operators. To obtain valid results

from our estimations we need time series of equal length for each operator, which is the main

reason for focusing on the ten years period from 1998 to 2008. The following section starts the

empirical analysis with an analysis of the dynamics of industry structure in the German mobile

telecommunications market.

4.4.2 Stability of the Market Structure

To get a �rst impression whether competition increases in the German mobile communications

market over time, it is worth analyzing the development of the Her�ndahl-Hirshman-Index

(HHI) over time. The following �gure shows the development of the HHI from 1990 to 2005.

Figure 3: HHI from 1990 to 2005
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Source: Mobile Communications and own calculations.

As can be obtained from the graph T-Mobile, the �rst entrant, served the whole market until

1993 when Vodafone (formerly D2 Mannesmann) entered the market, which is characterized

by the shift in the series of the HHI. In 1994 E-Plus entered the market and in 1998 the

fourth competitor O2 started its operation in Germany. Until today the two market leaders

T-Mobile and Vodafone lost market shares to their smaller competitors continously. A purely

graphical inspection already con�rms the intuition that the series of the HHI is integrated or
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non-stationary. To obtain statistically robust results, we have to apply unit root tests which

additionally take account of the structural break in the series. We apply the one break version

of a unit root test developed by Clemente, Montanes, and Reyes (1998). The procedure to

apply the Clemente, Montanes, and Reyes-methodology for two structural breaks starts with

the estimation of the following regression:

yt = �+ �1DU1t + �2DU2t + vt.

In this regression DUmt = 1 for t > Tbm and 0 otherwise, for m = 1; 2. Tb1 and Tb2 are the

breakpoints. The residuals obtained from this regression vt are the dependent variables in the

next equation to be estimated. They have to be regressed on their lagged values, a number of

lagged di¤erences and a set of dummy variables, which is needed to make the distribution of

the test statistic tractable (see Baum (2001) for a detailled discussion):

vt =
X

$1iDTb1;t�i +
P
$2iDTb2;t�i + �vt�i +

P
�i�vt�i + et.

DTbm;t = 1 for t = Tbm+1 and 0 otherwise, form = 1; 2. In the following step the regression

is estimated over feasible pairs of Tb1 and Tb2, to �nd the minimal t-ratio for the hypothesis

� = 1, which means the strongest rejection of the null hypothesis of the unit root. Because

the minimal value of the t-ratio does not follow the standard Dickey-Fuller distribution, it is

compared with the critical values calculated by Perron and Vogelsang (1992).

As a result of the graphical inspection of the series we decided to apply the one break

version of the test, because only the market entry of Vodafone seems to cause a structural

break, whereas the market entries of E-Plus and O2 initially had not such large impact on the

market structure. The following table provides the results of the unit root test for the HHI

series:
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Table 2: Clemente, Montanes, and Reyes-Test for a unit root:

T=169 optimal breakpoint=April 1993

AR(2) DU1 rho� 1 const

coe¢ cient -0.5533 -0.1442 0.9608

t-statistic -27.8420 -3.6150

p-value 0.0000 -3.5600

The test detects a structural break in the series in April 1993 which corresponds to the

market entry of Vodafone (formerly Mannesmann). Furthermore we are unable to reject the null

hypothesis of a unit root in this time series. The �nding of non-stationarity clearly corresponds

to the graphical inspection of the series of the HHI which shows a dynamic industry with

increasing competition and market entry. As a result the �rms�actions have permanent e¤ects

on their competitors and there is no mean reversion in the series. Obviously, the use of unit root

tests can only o¤er preliminary indications of the dynamics of an industry, but we think that

it can be useful to get a �rst impression of the development of competition in an industry over

time. In the next section we analyze the question of market leadership joint market dominance

in the German mobile telecommunications market by estimating a VAR-model including the

subscriber series of the four competitors.

4.4.3 An Analysis of the Relationship between the Competitors on the Ger-

man Mobile Communications Market

Some Theoretical Considerations

Despite the persistence of leadership argument, the German mobile telecommunications market

is characterized by four network operators and some retailers or airtime resellers. Obviously

this market structure is described best by an oligopoly. The crucial point in oligopoly models

is that the behaviour of one �rm has some impact on the behaviour of the other oligopolists.

Following the persistence of leadership argument only the behaviour of the leading �rm would

have e¤ects on the competitors, whereas there would be no e¤ect in the other direction. Our

empirical strategy is twofold. In the �rst step we analyze whether competition in the German

mobile telecommunications market is increasing by inspecting the time series properties of the
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Her�ndahl-Hirschman-Index. In the second step we make use of our theoretical considerations.

We test whether the subscriber series of the four network operators Granger-cause each other.

If the persistence of leadership argument holds, we should only �nd Granger-causality from

the T-Mobile series to the other companies. In the case of standard oligopolistic behaviour,

we should �nd Granger-causality between all or nearly all time series. The same argument

holds for collusive agreements. If collusive agreements to jointly foreclosure the market work,

we should only �nd Granger-causality from the T-Mobile- and Vodafone-series to the E-Plus-

and O2-series, but not vice versa. The main idea behind this strategy is that cartels often act

like a Stackelberg-leader. Following this idea the leader acts �rst and the follower, the smaller

network operators in this setting, react. If this assumption holds, the subscriber series of T-

Mobile and Vodafone should Granger-cause the subscriber series of E-Plus and O2, because

Granger�s causality concept assumes a cause-e¤ect-chain in which the cause has to happen

before the e¤ect, which corresponds to our theoretical considerations.

Empirical Strategy

As discussed in the previous sections, T-Mobile was the �rst company which entered the German

mobile communications market, but over time it lost market shares to Vodafone and later to

E-Plus and O2. However, T-Mobile is still one of the large players in the market. Our primary

interest is the question if the leadership of T-Mobile still persists or if we observe some form of

standard oligopolistic behaviour, which can also be interpreted as a test of collusive behaviour.

To answer this question we estimate a VAR-model of the folowing form:

yt = A1yt�1 + :::+A10yt�10 + t+ ut.

In our basic VAR-model yt = (y1t; :::; y4t)
0 is a vector of four observable endogenous variables,

the subscriber series of the network providers, and t is a deterministic linear time trend. The

term ut is a standard unobservable white noise process with zero mean and Ai is a parameter

matrix (Hamilton, 1994: 257-258). The VAR-system is estimated by feasible generalized least

squares. Based on our estimations, we perform Granger-causality-tests to check whether the

subscriber series of T-Mobile and its competitors in�uence each other.10 Granger-causality

10Descriptive statistics are available in table A2 in the appendix.
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exists if a variable y2t helps to improve forecasting another variable y1t (Lütkepohl, 2005: 41-

43). So Granger-noncausality can be expressed as

y1;t+hj
t = y1;t+hj
tnfy2;sjs�tg.

The series of the variable y2t is not Granger-causal to y1t if removing past information of y2t

from the information set has no e¤ects on the optimal forecast of y1t. Instead Granger-causality

exists if the equation holds for at least one step h (see Lütkepohl, 2004: 144). To avoid spurious

regressions, we �rst have to check whether the subscriber series of the competitors are stationary.

The following table provides the results of standard Augmented Dickey-Fuller-tests, because we

have no indication of structural breaks in the subscriber series of one of the competitors.

Table 3: Unit Root-Tests for the Subscriber-Series

Variable Test-Statistic p-value

tmobile -3.3010 0.0148

di¤tmobile -3.4820 0.0085

vodafone 3.0710 1.0000

di¤vodafone �5.9590 0.0000

eplus 1.308 0.9967

di¤eplus -5.6680 0.0000

o2 2.8050 1.0000

di¤o2 -4.9400 0.0151

The unit root tests clearly show that the subscriber series of Vodafone, E-Plus and O2 are

non-stationary and that the di¤erences of the subscriber-series are stationary. As a result we

can conclude that the series are integrated of order one which also can be expressed as I(1).

The augmented Dickey-Fuller-test does not detect non-stationarity for the T-Mobile subscriber

series. Because of the quite similar shape of the T-Mobile series compared to the Vodafone

series we additionally applied the Phillips-Perron-test which is a more general test for unit

roots (Hamilton, 1994: 506-514). The Phillips-Perron-test con�rms our hypothesis and detects

a unit root in the T-Mobile series and stationarity for the �rst di¤erences of the T-Mobile series,
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which means that the variable is represented by an I(1) process, too.11 Using these results we

estimate our VAR-models in �rst di¤erences to avoid the spurious regression problem. It should

be noted that we now have to use a shorter time series, because we have to restrict our data

set on the time period from 1998 to 2008 when the last of the four competitors O2 entered

the market. Otherwise our regressions would su¤er from missing observation for the earlier

periods and we would not be able to estimate the VAR-system. Before starting our analysis we

want to give some impression why we use a time series approach instead the common structural

econometric approaches. Usually one has to estimate demand functions to calculate cross price

elasticities to inspect the relationship between competitors. Furthermore one usually has to

take into account the endogeneity of prices and quantities to �nd appropriate instruments.12

Furthermore such methods are quite data intensive. Mostly because of the lack of adequate

data we decided to apply time series techniques to shed some light on the form of competition in

the German mobile telecommunications market. Moreover time series methods are know quite

common in antitrust analysis especially to solve the problem of market de�nition (see Forni,

2004, Hosken and Taylor, 2004, Genesove, 2004, and Ghosal, 2007). Another application is the

analysis of merger e¤ects using causality tests and tests of structural breaks in price series.13

In a recent paper Jaeger and Paserman (2007) also characterize market outcomes using time

series methods. Based on some game-theoretical considerations they estimate reaction functions

for the Israel military and Palestinian terror organizations as impulse response functions within

a VAR-framework to test whether one side�s action Granger-causes reactions of the oppisite

side. They interprete their estimated reaction functions as the description of market behaviour.

The topic is far away from our analysis, but the framework and the techniques are quite related,

so the Jaeger and Paserman paper is a nice example how to apply time series techniques to

describe market outcomes. Following their work we can interpret the equations of the VAR-

model as some sort of reaction functions, which describe changes in own subscribers with respect

to past subscriber base and changes in subscriber bases of the competitors.

11The test statistics for the Phillips-Perron-tests are -1.2460 (0.3066) for the subscriber series and -19.6480
(0.0151) for its �rst di¤erences, where the probabilities are in brackets.
12For a careful discussion of econometric methods analyzing market power see Whinston (2006), 84-131.
13Fiuza and Tito (2007) provide an interesting application of these methods analyzing the e¤ects of a merger

in the Brazilian iron ore market.
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Results

The standard information criteria Akaike, Hannan-Quinn, and Schwarz-Bayes all suggest an

optimal lag length of ten for the VAR-model. In addition to the selection of the lag structure

by information criteria one can also give an economic interpretation and justi�cation for this

quite large number of lags. To react on competitors�actions a network operator needs to de-

velop new tari¤s or bundles of several products (handsets, tari¤s, ...). The necessary market

research, advertizing campaigns and other steps usually take several months and in addition it

takes even longer time periods to �nd these e¤ects in the subscriber data. As a result there is an

intuitive justi�cation of the lag structure obtained from the application of information criteria.

As discussed above, our VAR-model includes the subscriber series of the four competitors and

an additional exogenous time trend which is treated as an exogenous variable. We decided to

include the linear time trend, because mobile telecommunications markets are rapidly evolving

industries and are characterized by a constant increase in the quality of service and a rising

range of services. Furthermore prices for mobile handsets are decreasing whereas technical per-

formance is sharply increasing (see Grzybowski, 2005 and Dewenter et al., 2007). Addionally we

conduct Granger-causality-tests for VAR(11)- and VAR(12)-models, because previous research

(see Stock and Watson, 1989) has shown that Granger-causality tests often are quite sensible

with regard to lag lengths of the underlying VAR-model. In the following table we provide the

results of our Granger-causality tests.
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Table 4: Granger-Causality-Tests for the Subscriber Series

Lags H0 Granger-Causality

10 di¤tmobile ! di¤vodafone, di¤eplus, di¤o2 4.3147 (0.0000)*

10 di¤vodafone ! di¤tmobile, di¤eplus, di¤o2 6.2960 (0.0000)*

10 di¤eplus ! di¤tmobile, di¤vodafone, di¤o2 4.3670 (0.0000)*

10 di¤o2 ! di¤tmobile, di¤vodafone, di¤eplus 1.2932 (0.1492)

11 di¤tmobile ! di¤vodafone, di¤eplus, di¤o2 3.9135 (0.0000)*

11 di¤vodafone ! di¤tmobile, di¤eplus, di¤o2 5.0696 (0.0000)*

11 di¤eplus ! di¤tmobile, di¤vodafone, di¤o2 3.6916 (0.0000)*

11 di¤o2 ! di¤tmobile, di¤vodafone, di¤eplus 1.1470 (0.2766)

12 di¤tmobile ! di¤vodafone, di¤eplus, di¤o2 2.7019 (0.0000)*

12 di¤vodafone ! di¤tmobile, di¤eplus, di¤o2 4.1240 (0.0000)*

12 di¤eplus ! di¤tmobile, di¤vodafone, di¤o2 3.3448 (0.0000)*

12 di¤o2 ! di¤tmobile, di¤vodafone, di¤eplus 1.0797 (0.3588)

p-values are given in parenthesis.

Before interpreting the results one should note that the German mobile telecommunications

market consists of two segments. One part served by T-Mobile and Vodafone, which consists

of the customers who value premium network and service quality highest and the other part

served by E-Plus and O2, where consumers are more price sensitive and do not point out network

quality and service quality as the most important topics in mobile telecommunications.14 Our

Granger-causality-tests clearly con�rm that all subscriber series Granger-cause each other with

one exemption. There is no e¤ect from the O2 series to the other series. One potential reason

is that O2 is the smallest competitor on the market and it is quite naturally that its actions

have less impact than changes in the series of the larger companies, especially in early periods

after entry.

As a result our �ndings show that T-Mobile lost its leading position in the German mobile

telecommunications market. Instead we can observe standard oligopolistic behaviour, where the

actions of a company have e¤ects on the behaviour of a second company. Furthermore there

14See Kopf (2004) for a discussion of consumer preferences in mobile communications in Germany.
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is no evidence of collusion in our �ndings. This is an interesting result, because actually the

German commerce commission undertakes investigations because of the suspicion of collusive

behaviour between T-Mobile and Vodafone. If these suspicion was right, one should only �nd

Granger-causality from the T-Mobile and Vodafone series to the subscriber series of E-Plus and

O2, but not vice versa.

4.4.4 Long-Run Equilibria on the German Mobile Telecommunications Mar-

ket

Causality Analysis in the Long run

Time series analysis using di¤erenced data focuses on short run relationships between the vari-

ables in the empirical model, because by di¤erencing the data we loose information on the

long run relationship between the subscriber series. If we assume that competition in the Ger-

man mobile telecommunications market is characterized by standard oligopolistic behaviour,

it should be possible to �nd long run equilibria using error correction methods. In economics

it is reasonable to assume that relationships between many variables can be described by long

run equilibria. This does not mean these equilibria are stable, because our time series are non-

stationary and the market environment is quite dynamic, but the mobile telecommunications

market is characterized by evolving long run equilibria. To test our hypothesis, we �rst have to

estimate a Vector Error Corection Model (VECM). In a VECM framework it is possible to an-

alyze the original variables, which are integrated following a common trend and move together,

because in addition to VAR-models, terms capturing long run relationships, for instance trends

are estimated (see Lütkepohl, 2005: 237 and 248-249). In other words VECM-models provide

the opportunity to estimate long run equilibria between variables which are integrated, but

additionally are cointegrated, consistently without eleminating short run dynamics from the

relevant time series. To include short run dynamics increases the e¢ ciency of our estimates,

but does not have negative e¤ects on consictency. The VECM can be written as follows:

�0�yt = �
�
�0 : y0

� 24 yt�1

Dcot�1

35+ �1�yt�1 + :::+ �10�yt�10 + t+ ut.
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In this model yt = (y1t; :::; y4t)
0 is a vector of four endogenous variables and t is a linear

deterministic time trend. Dcot�1 includes the cointegration relations and �; � and �i are parame-

ter matrices. Furthermore, ut is a standard unobservable white noise process with zero mean

(Hamilton, 1994: 580-581). The system is estimated by a simple two step estimator, which is

possible, because we do not include any exogenous variables despite the linear time trend. To

start our analysis we �rst have to estimate the cointegration rank of our VECM.15 The test

results can be obtained from the following table.

Table 5: Test for the cointegration rank of the VECM

r0 LR p-value

0 101.57 0.0000

1 57.83 0.0006

2 28.30 0.0223*

3 8.65 0.2087

As a result of our test procedures we �nd a cointegration rank of two in our model. This

provides �rst evidence that long run relationships between the subscriber series of the Ger-

man mobile network operators exist. To get better insights into the relationships between

the subscriber series, we repeat Granger-causality tests based on VECM-estimations to extend

our analysis to the long run, because the Granger-causality tests in the previous chapter fo-

cused on short-run relations as a result of the elimination of long run e¤ects by di¤erencing

the data. We estimate a VECM with lag order 10 based on information criteria and conduct

Granger-causality tests. Table 6 provides the results of our analysis.

Table 6: Granger-causality-tests based on VECM-estimations

Lags H0 Granger-Causality

10 tmobile ! vodafone, eplus, o2 6.6169 (0.0000)*

10 vodafone ! tmobile, eplus, o2 9.8749 (0.0000)*

10 eplus ! tmobile, vodafone, o2 6.3098 (0.0000)*

10 o2 ! tmobile, vodafone, eplus 2.0956 (0.0000)*

15Descriptive statistics for the variables can be found in table A3 in the appendix.
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As can be obtained from table 6, we �nd Granger-causality between all variables in our

sample.16 This provides strong evidence that we can observe oligopolistic behaviour in the long

run, too. These �ndings con�rm our short run analysis and show that the mobile communica-

tions market in Germany is characterized by standard oligopolistic behaviour in the short run

as well as the long run. We cannot observe any indices of collusive behaviour.

Impulse-Response-Analysis

In addition to the causality tests we conduct impulse-response-analysis to investigate di¤erences

in the reaction to shocks from one network provider to its competitors. Innovations of the VECM

are orthogonalized using a Cholesky decomposition of the covariance matrix. The calculation

of impulse-response-functions is based on forecast error variance on a unit innovation in the

original model. The impulse-response-functions can be obtained from �gures A5 to A8 in the

appendix. First we can note that all shocks have persistent e¤ects on the subscriber bases of

competitors which con�rms our results from the stability analysis of the HHI and our �ndings

from the causality tests in the short and the long run. Another interesting �nding is that shocks

from E-Plus have negative e¤ects on all competitors which can be interpreted as evidence that

E-Plus is able to gain customers from its competitors. Shocks from the other network providers

have only sometimes negative but almost ever positive shocks. This does not mean that a

small company like O2 can not increase its customer base, which is not the case as shown in

previous sections, but in a growing market O2 can increase its subscriber base by attracting

new customers. This �nding is straightforward, because O2�s customer base consists merely

on younger people, e.g. university students, which are often new customers signing their �rst

own mobile phone contracts. To conclude, we can not �nd evidence for collusive behaviour

from the impulse-response-analysis, because the reaction to shocks from T-Mobile, Vodafone,

and O2 does not di¤er very much, which should be the case if there would be collusion on

the market. Furthermore there is no evidence for FMA anymore. As the main result of our

impulse-response-analysis we conclude that E-Plus seems to be most successful in attracting

customers from other network operators, whereas the other network operators are growing with

16These results also hold for VECM-models with lag orders of 11 and 12, so our results are robust with respect
to the selected lag structure. For the numbers of the test statistics see table A4 in the appendix.
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the market and attract new customers, which especially holds for E-Plus.

4.5 Conclusion

In this paper we analyze the existence of FMA and collusive behaviour in the German mobile

telecommunications market. The FMA clearly existed on the German mobile communications

market, but seemed to decrease over time. Additionally the theoretical discussion provided

some factors that could drive collusion like barriers to entry and switching costs. To get better

insights into this important topic we analyzed the market empirically.

We �nd that the time series of the HHI in the German mobile telecommunications market

is non-stationary which provides �rst evidence that the mobile communications industry is a

quite dynamic and competitive environment. Furthermore, we estimate a VAR(10)-model and

conduct Granger-causality tests to �nd some evidence that despite the O2-series all subscriber

series Granger-cause each other, which is an indicator of standard oligopolistic behaviour in the

German mobile telecommunications market. As a result, T-Mobile lost its leading position in the

market and the persistence of leadership argument in this industry does not hold. Additionally

decreasing prices and a steadiliy increasing market size give the impression that there is no

collusive behaviour in the market, as well. This argument is con�rmed by the results of our

empirical analysis. The market environment in such dynamic markets does not foster collusive

agreements. Furthermore, we extend our analysis to the long run and con�rm our results

testing Granger-causality in a VECM framework. An inspection of impulse response functions

shows that shocks have comparable e¤ects on the four competitors on the German mobile

telecommunications market, but as is intuitively appealing the impulse response functions are

not identical. Furthermore, shocks have long lasting e¤ects on �rms�subscriber bases, which

con�rms our analysis of the stability of market structure. This �nding suggests that competition

on the German mobile communications market can better be described as a market under

standard oligopolistic behaviour than a market su¤ering collusive agreements. One has to note

that these time series results can only be a �rst attempt to analyze competition on the German

mobile telecommunications market, but because of the lack of appropriate data it seems to be

an attractive method to start with. Our �ndings do not con�rm that collusive behaviour never
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existed on the German mobile telecommunications market, but on average there is no evidence

of collusive behaviour in the data during the period from 1998 to 2008.
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4.6 Appendix
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Table A1: Variables

HHI Her�ndahl-Hirshman-Index for the

German mobile telecommunications

market (monthly data from 1990 to

June 2005)

tmobile Number of subscribers in the T-

Mobile network (monthly data from

1998 to March 2008).

vodafone Number of subscribers in the Voda-

fone network (monthly data from

1998 to March 2008).

eplus Number of subscribers in the E-plus

network (monthly data from 1998 to

March 2008).

o2 Number of subscribers in the O2

network (monthly data from 1998 to

March 2008).

di¤tmobile First di¤erences of the number of

subscribers of T-Mobile (monthly

data from 1998 to March 2008).

di¤vodafone First di¤erences of the number of

subscribers of Vodafone (monthly

data from 1998 to March 2008).

di¤eplus First di¤erences of the number of

subscribers of E-Plus (monthly data

from 1998 to March 2008).

di¤o2 First di¤erences of the number of

subscribers of O2 (monthly data

from 1998 to March 2008).
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Table A2: Descriptive Statistics for the variables in the VAR-model

Variable Obs. Mean Std. Dev. Min Max

di¤tmobile 113 276,419.3 273,763.9 -142,300 1,200,000

di¤vodafone 113 225,921.0 345,035.7 -1,100,210 2.300,000

di¤eplus 113 114,938.4 132,102.1 -619.900 427,700

di¤o2 113 115,048.7 78,801.12 -75,500 500,000

Table A3: Descriptive Statistics for the variables in the VEC-model

Variable Obs. Mean Std. Dev. Min Max

tmobile 114 2.33e+07 8,467,280 5,386,621 3.66e+07

vodafone 114 2.07e+07 6,880,173 5,579,373 3.11e+07

eplus 114 7,687,794 3,159,438 1,700,000 1.47e+07

o2 114 5,819,601 3,861,696 7,000 1.30e+07

Table A4: Granger-causality tests in the VEC-model for di¤erent lag orders

Lags H0 Granger-Causality

11 tmobile ! vodafone, eplus, o2 6.6989 (0.0000)*

11 vodafone ! tmobile, eplus, o2 12.9216 (0.0000)*

11 eplus ! tmobile, vodafone, o2 6.9415 (0.0000)*

11 o2 ! tmobile, vodafone, eplus 3.0521 (0.0000)*

12 tmobile ! vodafone, eplus, o2 10.6240 (0.0000)*

12 vodafone ! tmobile, eplus, o2 16.9201 (0.0000)*

12 o2 ! tmobile, vodafone, eplus 9.5063 (0.0000)*

12 o2 ! tmobile, vodafone, eplus 4.5188 (0.0000)*
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Figure A5: Impulse-Response-Functions T-Mobile:
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Figure A6: Impulse-Response-Functions Vodafone:
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Figure A7: Impulse-Response-Functions E-Plus:
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Figure A8: Impulse-Response-Functions O2:
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Chapter 5

Fixed-Mobile Substitution in OECD

Countries: An Empirical Analysis on

the Subscriber Level

5.1 Introduction

Until the early 1990s mobile phones were expensive and technically immature products. As

a consequence they were mainly used by business customers who most needed the possibility

of mobile communications. This situation changed after the implementation of GSM digital

technology as mobile phones became mass products, demand increased, and prices declined

signi�cantly (Hausman, 2002; Gruber, 2005). Since 2000 the number of mobile subscriptions

exceeds the number of �xed line subscriptions in Germany as can be seen in �gure 1. Today

the amount of mobile phones in Germany exceeds the number of �xed telephone subscriptions

by even more than in the year 2000 and the trend still continues (Bomsel, Cave, Le Blanc, and

Neumann, 2003: 25).
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Figure 1: Development of �xed and mobile subscriptions in Germany from 1990-2004
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The markets for �xed and mobile telecommunications are subject to regulatory obligations

(La¤ont and Tirole, 2000), but the degree of regulation in these two markets is quite di¤er-

ent. After the liberalization of telecommunications markets in Europe, the former state owned

telecommunications companies (the incumbents) were (partially) privatised and new competi-

tors were allowed to enter the market. Because these new competitors needed (and until now

still need) the incumbents�infrastructure (Cave and Prosperetti, 2001), markets for �xed line

telecommunications are regulated quite heavily. In contrast, mobile communications markets

were more competitive from their very beginning, compared with their �xed line counterparts

(Haucap, 2003). As a result, regulation in these markets is less restrictive. However, today

the demand in �xed and mobile markets raises a new question: Are �xed and mobile phones

substitutes? If these products were substitutes, di¤erent regulatory arrangements would be

hard to justify. An increasing number of mobile subscriptions is in itself not an indicatior

of �xed-mobile substitution. Instead it may also be an indicatior of complementary usage of

mobile phones to �xed line phones.

Unfortunately, detailed studies about the substitutability of �xed and mobile telephony for

Germany and the most countries of the European Union do not exist, and there are only a
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few studies for other European and OECD countries (e.g. Portugal, United Kingdom, USA).

While there is some casual evidence that �xed-line and mobile telephony are converging and

becoming closer substitutes, the number of econometric studies has been rather limited. Some

�rst evidence that �xed-mobile substitution is increasing has been provided by Yoon and Song

(2003) and Ahn, Lee, and Kim (2004) for Korea and by Rodini, Ward, and Woroch (2003), Ward

and Woroch (2004) for the USA, by Hamilton (2003) for African countries and by Vagliasindi,

Güney, and Taubman (2006) for Eastern Europe. However, there is virtually no econometric

study of �xed-mobile substitution in Europe and other OECD countries. The delineation of

separate �xed-line and mobile electronic communications markets provided in the regulatory

framework in Europe may be no longer adequate if �xed and mobile telephony markets are

converging.

Additionally, if markets converge, new regulatory questions arise: How should a company

be treated that exhibits signi�cant market power in �xed line telecommunications but not in

mobile communications? What is the appropriate market de�nition for antitrust and regulation

cases? Until now, only some papers of European regulatory authorities exist, which analyze the

possible substitution e¤ects between �xed network and mobile telecommunications due to na-

tional data material without use of econometric methods, for example Gri¢ th and Dobardziew

(2003) examine �xed mobile substitution in the Netherlands. However, there is still a lack of

detailed empirical studies examining �xed mobile substitution in Europe. This paper analyzes

the demand for telecommunications services in OECD countries on the subscriber level. Using a

data set consisting of information for 30 OECD countries for the time period from 1990 to 2003,

we analyze whether �xed and mobile telecommunications are characterized by a substitutional

relationship or not.1 The main sources of data include the ITU World Telecommunication Indi-

cators Database, several issues of the OECD Communications Outlook, the Polity IV Database,

the OECD International Regulation Database, the OECD Main Economic Indicators, and the

Manifesto Project. Additionally, resulting policy implications will be discussed.

The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows: The next section provides an overview

of the empirical studies of �xed mobile substitution, before the following sections o¤er some in-

formation about the data used in our empirical study and we describe the econometric approach

1For a list of the countries included in this study see table A1 in the appendix.
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with respect to panel data. Section 5.3 discusses the main �ndings and section 5.4 concludes.

5.2 Review of the Related Literature

5.2.1 Theoretical Literature

Analyzing �xed mobile substitution is mainly an empirical question, but in a recent paper

Hansen (2006) discusses �xed mobile substitution in a theoretical model of mobile network

competition based on the La¤ont, Rey, and Tirole framework (La¤ont, Rey, and Tirole, 1998).

In this model of mobile network competition the author is mainly interested in the e¤ects

of termination rates on �rms� pro�ts. In this model setting, mobile termination rates have

an impact on pro�ts if the number of subscribers switching from �xed to mobile networks

increases. As a consequence the author suggests regulating mobile termination rates in the

�rms�growth phase. However, there is no theoretical literature especially focusing on �xed-

mobile substitution.

The only e¤ect which can be expected from a theoretical point of view is a decrease in

penetration rates in own prices. In the following section the main �ndings of the empirical

literature on �xed-mobile substitution are brie�y summarized.

5.2.2 Empirical Findings

The empirical literature on �xed-mobile substitution is still not very extensive, so econometric

studies exist merely for Portugal, South Korea, the UK, the USA, and some African and East-

ern European countries. The following table provides an overview over the existing empirical

literature.
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Table 1: Empirical Literature on Fixed-Mobile-Substitution

Authors Country

Sung, Kim, and Lee (2000) South Korea

Yoon and Song (2003) South Korea

Ahn, Lee, and Kim (2004) South Korea

Rodini, Ward, and Woroch (2003) USA

Ward and Woroch (2004) USA

Hamilton (2005) Africa (23 Countries)

Barros and Cadima (2002) Portugal

Horvath and Maldoom (2002) UK

Gri¢ th and Dobardziev (2003) Netherlands

Wengler and Schäfer (2003) Germany

Vagliasindi, Güney, and Taubman (2006) Eastern Europe

Sung, Kim, and Lee (2000) use panel data for the period 1991-1998 for 8 South Korean

provinces. They �nd that a 1% increase in the absolute number of mobile phones results in a 0.1-

0.2% reduction of �xed-line connections. As a consequence they conclude that �xed and mobile

telephones are substitutes on Korean telecommunications markets. In more detail, the number

of mobile subscribers is positively related with the number of �xed line disconnections, but

negatively related to the number of new �xed line connections, which suggests net substitution

between �xed and mobile services. Yoon and Song (2003) analyze �xed-mobile substitution in

South Korea using monthly tra¢ c and revenue data from 1997 to 2002. They conclude that

�xed and mobile calls are substitutes and �xed-mobile convergence can be observed in South

Korea as in other states of the world. Using tra¢ c data from 1996 to 2002 for South Korean

telecommunications markets, Ahn, Lee, and Kim (2004) approve these results.

Horvath and Maldoom (2002) analyze survey data on over 7,000 British telephone users

(repeated cross section in three waves: 1999, 2000, 2001) in a simultaneous equations model and

additionally estimate some probit regressions. They show that using mobile phones decreases

�xed-line usage signi�cantly. Their �ndings support the conclusion that �xed and mobile phones

are substitutes in British telecommunications markets. Barros and Cadima (2001) analyze time

series data on �xed and mobile access in Portugal from 1981 until 1999. They identify a negative
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e¤ect of mobile phone di¤usion on �xed line penetration rates, but no e¤ect in the reverse

direction seems to exist. In two recent papers Rodini, Ward, and Woroch (2003) and Ward

and Woroch (2004) show the existence of substitutability between �xed and mobile phones in

the USA using survey data for the time period from 1999 to 2001. Rodini, Ward, and Woroch

(2003) analyze the substitutability between �xed and mobile access in the USA modelling the

consumers�wireless and second �xed line subscription decision (with logit regressions). They

estimate own and cross-price elasticities �nding substitution e¤ects. Ward and Woroch (2004)

�nd comparable e¤ects applying the Almost Ideal Demand System-Model (AIDS) (Deaton and

Muellbauer, 1989: 75-80). They conclude that mobile services are substitutes for �xed line

usage not at the subscription but at the usage level. It should be remarked that they only �nd

a moderate degree of substitutability and further empirical evidence is needed to strengthen

this hypotheses. Hamilton uses annual data from 1985-1997 representing 23 African countries.

This econometric study shows that �xed and mobile phones in many African countries are still

no substitutes. Hamilton (2003) argues that usage of mobile phones does not reduce �xed-line

usage, but is primarily an improvement in social status. Compared to other �ndings this is

not a surprising result, because in countries that lack an extensive �xed-line infrastructure,

like many African countries, mobile phone usage is often a result of a lack of supply. In such

cases mobile phones are often the only means of access to a telephone. Vagliasindi, Güney, and

Taubman (2006) �nd substitutional relationships between �xed and mobile services for Eastern

European countries using cross section data for the year 2002 for several countries. In contrast

to the other studies the authors use cross section instead of panel data and cannot control

for unobserved heterogeneity. Investigating substitutional e¤ects between �xed and mobile

services in transition countries is always di¢ cult because the low quality of �xed networks in

these countries often does not allow �xed mobile substitution. Instead mobile phones are often

the only possibility to receive access to telecommunications.

Beside these econometric studies, some papers of European regulators also discuss the ques-

tion of �xed-mobile substitution. Gri¢ th and Dobardziev (2003) conclude for the Netherlands

that there already exists some degree of substitutability and this process will proceed as mo-

bile call prices will continue to fall. For Germany Wengler and Schäfer (2003) evaluate the

�ndings of a telephone survey consisting of 1,691 persons (�rst wave), 2,014 persons (second
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wave) and 101 persons (third wave) collected between March and April 2003. They only �nd

a very moderate tendency for �xed-mobile substitution in Germany in 2003 and most of the

survey participants argue that they do not substitute between their �xed- and mobile phones.

As a consequence there is no clear empirical evidence which kind of relationship holds between

�xed and mobile telephony. The next sections provide an overview about the data and the

econometric approach of our empirical study.

5.3 Empirical Analysis

5.3.1 Database

Our main database is the ITU World Telecommunications Indicators Database, additional

information has been provided by the Polity IV database, the OECD Communications Outlook,

the OECD International Regulation Database, the OECD Main Economic Indicators, and the

Manifesto Project. We analyze 30 OECD countries from 1990-2003 using subscribers data. The

following table provides some descriptive statistics of the variables. Short descriptions of the

variables can be found in the Appendix in table A2.

Table 2: Descriptive Statistics

Variable Obs. Mean Std. Dev. Min Max

average�x 420 0.1166 0.0168 0.0970 0.1602

averagemobile 420 1.1146 0.2152 0.6962 1.3950

cellcallpeak 313 1.1342 0.6849 0 4.2129

construction 202 96.7202 22.0320 4.7699 244.694

�xcallpeak 396 0.1163 0.0909 0 1.0420

free 252 1.8369 1.6761 0 8.6280

gdppercap 412 19,640 11,209.66 1547.149 59626.46

mainline 420 15.6451 1.4933 11.7789 19.0757

mobsubs 420 14.0350 2.4333 4.7791 18.8827

ms 364 4.4753 1.4717 0.5 6

polity 375 9.544 1.3691 0 10

rile 252 0.2279 12.1534 -21.0907 45.6843
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Average�x and averagemobile are average prices for a 3-minute local �xed or mobile call

during peak time expressed in US dollars and calculated over all OECD countries. Cellcallpeak

is the cost of a 3-minute local mobile peak call expressed in US dollars. Construction is a

measure of the costs of building houses in OECD countries obtained from the OECD Main

Economic Indicators database. Fixcallpeak is the price for a 3 minute peaktime �xed line call.

Free is obtained from the Manifesto Project (see Klingemann et al., 2006), which analyses party

manifestos from 50 countries covering all democratic elections since 1945 to create a measure of

political positions of all relevant parliamentary parties. Free measures the opinions with respect

to free enterprise capitalism and private property rights. Gdppercap is the Gross Domestic

Product per capita obtained from the ITU World Telecommunication Indicators Database,

also measured in logarithms. Mainline is a telephone line connecting the subscribers�terminal

equipment to the public switched network and which has a dedicated port in the telephone

exchange equipment. This term is synonymous with the term main station or Direct Exchange

Line (DEL) which are commonly used in the telecommunications literature, i.e., it is a measure

of the size of national �xed line telephony network. In other words it is the number of �xed

line subscribtions in a country, here measured in logarithms. Mobsubs is the logarithm of the

subscribers of mobile phone companies in a country. It includes prepaid subscribers as well as

postpaid subscribtions. MS, market structure, is the corresponding indicator of market shares,

taking values from 0 to 6, where 6 stands for the monopoly case. It is calculated as follows:

6 multiplied with the di¤erence between 1 and the entrants�market shares. This indicator is

obtained from the OECD Regulatory Database. Polity is a measure of political freedom and

democratic rights in a country and is obtained from the Polity IV Project. Rile is the overall

opinion of the government in terms of left versus right scale and is also obtained from the

Manifesto Project. The next section introduces our empirical speci�cation.

5.3.2 Empirical Speci�cation

Fixed-mobile substitution can be analyzed on three di¤erent levels: subscribers, tra¢ c, and

revenues (ITU, 2003). To analyze the substitutability between products, usually short- and

long-run elasticities are estimated (Taylor, 1994) and such studies belong to the tra¢ c or

usage level. Unfortunately, there is no separate information about tra¢ c data for �xed-line
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telecommunications available for most European and OECD countries. Instead we estimate the

e¤ects of several explanatory variables, particularly prices, on the stocks of �xed and mobile

subscriptions. Taking into account the panel structure of our data, we can derive an adequate

speci�cation as

yit = �it + �1pit + �2pjt +
X

�kxit;k + �it

where yit represents the variables mainline or mobsubs and pit and pjt are prices for �xed or

mobile calls. As a consequence, our analysis is on the subscriber level. The term xit;k includes

additional explanatory variables. �it is an error term and � and the ��s are parameters to be

estimated. Assuming that �it is �xed over time, but di¤ers with cross-section units, the equation

can be estimated using �xed e¤ects controlling for unobserved heterogeneity. Alternatively

assuming that �it can be composed into a common constant � and a unit speci�c random

variable �i so that the equation �it = � + �i holds, the equation can be estimated with the

random e¤ects model in this case. Controlling for unobserved heterogeneity we apply �xed (FE)

and random e¤ects (RE) methods in the �rst step of our analysis. We report both random-

and �xed-e¤ects-estimations, because we could not reject the random-e¤ects-modell applying

the Hausman test. To account for possible endogeneity problems we use instrumental variable

techniques in our analysis on the subscriber level in later steps.

The neglection of the possible endogeneity of one ore more explanatory variables while us-

ing ordinary �xed or random e¤ects models leads to biased results. As a consequence, panel

instrumental variable methods are appropriate to account for endogeneity problems. In the

case of �xed e¤ects, the two-stage least-squares within estimator is applied. While computing

a random e¤ects model, we use the two-stage least-squares one-way error component model ap-

plying feasible generalized least squares (FGLS). Since our panel is unbalanced, we additionally

apply the consistent estimator developed by Baltagi and Chang (1994, 2000) of the variance

components, but we do not report the results because they do not di¤er signi�cantly from our

results obtained from ordinary �xed-e¤ects- and random-e¤ects-estimations.

The next sections provide the main estimation results as well as their interpretations.
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5.3.3 Empirical Results

Preleminary Results

In this section we present some preleminary results without accounting for possible endogeneity

problems. The following table shows the results of simple �xed-e¤ects regressions. The results

of random-e¤ects regressions can be found in table A3 in the Appendix. We do not discuss the

results because they do not di¤er signi�cantly.

Table 3: Fixed-E¤ects Estimations

FE FE

mainline mobsubs

cellcallpeak 0.0009 0.0390

(0.0151) (0.1093)

�xcallpeak 0.0482 1.5000***

(0.0416) (0.1846)

ms 0.0485*** -

(0.0117) -

polity 0.0443** 0.0703*

(0.0181) (0.0418)

gdppercap -3.45e-06 -0.0001***

(3.43e-06) (0.00001)

time 0.0442*** 0.4822***

(0.0051) (0.0155)

cons 14.9491*** 14.2915***

(0.2318) (0.5874)

R2 0.70 0.91

F-Statistic 34.37 316.16

Observations 197 238

Heterocscedasticity and autocorrelation robust standard errors in parenthesis.

*,**,*** indicate statistically signi�cant on the 10%-, 5%-, and 1%-level.

One should note that all prices and the subscriber variables are measured in logarithms. We
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�nd statistically signi�cant positive e¤ects of prices for �xed line calls on mobile subscriptions.

However, we cannot �nd any other statistically signi�cant e¤ects of prices. The loharithm of

per capita GDP only has a weak signi�cant negative impact on mobile subscribtions. Polity,

our measure of political freedom has positive impact on both, �xed and mobile subscriptions.

Additionally, we �nd a positive impact of increasing concentration (ms) on �xed line subscrip-

tions. We do not include the market structure variable in the mobile equation, because we

could not �nd any e¤ect of the market structure on the subscriber base.

As a result it seems that our estimations su¤er serious endogeneity problems. Usually

prices and the market structure are endogenous in such equations and we have to �nd adequate

instrumental variables to account for this endogeneity bias and apply instrumental variable

techniques. Otherwise our estimations are biased and can not be interpreted seriously.

Instrumental Variable Estimations

As stated above, prices and market structure variables are often a source of endogeneity prob-

lems. To avoid possible biases in our estimations, we have to �nd suitable instruments to apply

instrumental variable techniques. The usual approach ist to �nd factors that shift costs and as a

result indirectly e¤ect prices. Furthermore, these variables should not be correlated with the er-

ror term of the regression. Telecommunications speci�c variables are likely to be closely related

to �xed- and mobile-penetration rates and are not adequate as instrumental variables (see Kaiser

and Wright, 2006). Firstly, we include the OECD construction price index (construction) as an

instrumental variable because construction prices are a main cost driver in telecommunications

markets. Usually a substantive share of the network providers�cost is caused by constructions

and should also drive prices consequently. Furthermore, we include average �xed and mobile call

prices for the OECD countries as instruments, because it is reasonable to assume that there are

some similarities between network providers and their costs in di¤erent countries. In addition

to these cost shifter variables we include political variables from the Manifesto project (free,

rile).2 These variables measure the Government�s opinion with respect to free enterprise and

capitalism and the Government�s left or right position. These variables should have e¤ects on

the market structure because a Government�s opinion to free enterprise and capitalism and its

2See Duso and Röller (2003) for an example of the application of political variables as instruments.
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left or right position should have signi�cant e¤ects on economic activity and market structures.

The following table shows the results of our instrumental-variable-estimations.

Table 4: IV Fixed-E¤ects Estimations

FE FE

mainline mobsubs

cellcallpeak 0.0305 -0.4546

(0.0917) (0.3475)

�xcallpeak -0.6379** 0.9394*

(0.2741) (0.5856)

ms 0.2165* -

(0.1269) -

polity 0.0924*** 0.0305

(0.0204) (0.0500)

gdppercap 9.31e-07 -0.00002

(0.00001) (0.00002)

time 0.0811** 0.4448***

(0.0411) (0.0256)

cons - -

- -

F-Statistic 64.72 207.64

Hansen J Statistic (Chi-sq(2/1) 0.5080 2.529

Prob. 0.4760 0.2824

Observations 123 97

Endogenous variables: cellcallpeak, �xcallpeak, ms.

Instrumental variables: averagemobile, average�x, construction, free, rile.

Heterocscedasticity and autocorrelation robust standard errors in parenthesis.

*,**,*** indicate statistically signi�cant on the 10%-, 5%-, and 1%-level.

We cannot identify statistically signi�cant e¤ects from mobile prices on �xed and mobile

subscriptions, but the �xed line price variable has the expected sign. An increase in the price

for �xed line calls leads to an increase in mobile subscriptions. One should note that this �nding
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is only signi�cant on the 10% level, but is a �rst indicator of �xed-mobile substitution on the

subscribers stage. This �nding is an indicator for one way substitution. One can substitute

a �xed line phone by a mobile phone, but mobile phones are only partially substitutiable by

�xed line phones, because of the lack of mobility. Furthermore, we �nd statistically positive

e¤ects of political freedom (polity) on �xed line subscriptions. One possible explanation is

that �xed line networks require much higher investments than mobile networks and politcal

freedom and stability are extremely important for companies to undertake the risk of such

high investments. In addition, we �nd a weak positive e¤ect from increasing concentration on

�xed line subscriptions. Hansen�s J statistic con�rms the validity of our instruments. The next

section concludes and provides some discussion of policy implications.

5.4 Conclusion and Policy Implications

This chapter has analyzed �xed mobile substitution on the basis of the relationship between

�xed and mobile subscriptions in OECD countries. The main problem in analyzing �xed mobile

substitution and mobile phone usage in most OECD countries is the non availability of tra¢ c

data disaggregated for �xed telecommunications services. To avoid these di¢ culties this chapter

has used the numbers of �xed and mobile subscriptions in each country and has estimated

e¤ects of price changes of the respectively other product on �xed and mobile penetration rates.

Analyzing 30 OECD countries from 1990-2003, we �nd some evidence for substitutability of

�xed and mobile services in OECD countries, but have some problems of endogeneity in our

econometric model. In a second step we apply instrumental variable techniques to account for

the endogeneity problems and �nd �rst evidence for the substitution of �xed line subscribtions

by mobile subscribtions. However, one has to note that we only �nd some sort of one-way-

substitution, because mobile phones usually can not be substituted completely by �xed-line

phones.

With regard to regulation of telecommunications markets �xed mobile substitutability has a

wide ranging impact. Most mobile telecommunications markets in Europe are not very strongly

regulated, an observation which holds for most parts of the world (Nuechterlein and Weiser,

2005: 261). Exceptions are issues like mobile number portability, mobile termination rates, and
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international roaming. In contrast, �xed telecommunications markets are subject to consider-

able regulatory obligations. These di¤erent approaches have been quite reasonable when mobile

communications services were very expensive and only available for a small group of customers.

Today decreasing prices and the growing substitution between �xed and mobile services raise

the question whether two di¤erent regulatory regimes for �xed and mobile markets are still

appropriate. Consider the veri�cation of signi�cant market power. If �xed and mobile services

are substitutes, it is not su¢ cient that a telecommunications company has signi�cant market

power (or a main share of the market) in the market for �xed-line services because customers

use mobile services as subtitutes to the company�s �xed line services and are not constrained to

�xed-line telephony. As a result, it would be di¢ cult to appropriate rents as a consequence of

signi�cant market power in �xed or mobile markets only. When the evolution of usage patterns

suggests that mobile telecommunications services constrain �xed-line companies�market power,

regulatory obligations on �xed-telephony markets have to be reconsidered (Rodini, Ward, and

Woroch, 2003: 475). In conjunction with these developments the suitability of the de�nition of

separate �xed and mobile markets in the current European regulatory framework may need to

be reconsidered for future telecommunications regulation.

However, there are other aspects besides the convergence of �xed and mobile networks,

which will a¤ect the development of telecommunications markets fundamentaly. One of these

aspects is the market success of voice telephony over internet protocoll (VoIP) (Majumdar,

Vogelsang, and Cave, 2005). If VoIP becomes the industry standard for voice telephony, ser-

vices of classical �xed and mobile networks could be substituted by VoIP and di¤erent forms

of networks will converge. An interesting subject for future research is the impact of increasing

availability as well as quality and security of VoIP on the numbers of �xed and mobile sub-

scriptions. In Germany as well as in other European countries the availability of appropriate

data is always problematic. In transition or developing countries the situation is quite di¤er-

ent as a result of the poor �xed line infrastructure and the corresponding low growth rates.

Growth rates of mobile communications are much higher than growth rates of �xed networks

in these countries. As a consequence we will observe other forms of network convergence than

in developed countries. The future development and regulation of telecommunications markets

will remain an important �eld of research, particularly because of technological change which
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will be a key aspect for �xed mobile substitution and the meaning of telecommunications for

economic growth and development (Munnell, 1992; Seth, 1992; Röller and Waverman, 2001).
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5.5 Appendix

Table A1: Countries in the Sample

Country

Australia Korea

Austria Luxembourg

Belgium Mexico

Canada Netherlands

Czech Republic New Zealand

Denmark Norway

Finland Poland

France Portugal

Germany Slovak Republic

Greece Spain

Hungary Sweden

Iceland Switzerland

Ireland Turkey

Italy United Kingdom

Japan United States
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Table A2: Description of variables

Variable Description

average�x Average price of a 3-minute peaktime �xed-line

call in the OECD (US $).

averagemobile Average price of a 3-minute local mobile peak

call in OECD countries (US $).

cellcallpeak Price of a 3-minute local mobile peak call ex-

pressed in US Dollars.

construction Measure of construction prices in the OECD.

�xcallpeak Price of a 3-minute peaktime �xed-line call ex-

pressed in US Dollars in the OECD.

free Favourable metion of free enterprise capitalism

and property rights.

gdppercap GDP per capita in Purchasing Power Parities.

mainline Number of �xed-line subscribtions in a country.

mobsubs Number of mobile subscribers in a country in-

cluding pre paid card users.

ms Measure of competitive pressure in an industry

on a 0 to 6 scale

(6: monopoly case).

polity Measure of general political freedom.

rile Right-left position of the government.
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Table A3: Random E¤ects Regressions

RE RE

mainline mobsubs

cellcallpeak 0.0021 0.0379

(0.0147) (0.1054)

�xcallpeak 0.0463 1.4450***

(0.0387) (0.1921)

ms 0.0479*** -

(0.0106) -

polity 0.0436*** 0.0918**

(0.0160) (0.0459)

gdppercap -3.39e-0 -0.0001***

(3.00e-06) (0.00001)

time 0.0441*** 0.4690***

(0.0046) (0.0142)

cons 14.9362*** 13.5812***

(0.2753) (0.6049)

R2 0.70 0.91

Wald (Chi-Sq. (6/5) 243.14 1720.52

Observations 197 238
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